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Vassyl Yemetz, bandura virtuoso,UNA donates S 10,000
dies at age 91 in Los Angeles
for Ukrainians in Poland
ed his own 62-string bandura on which
he planned to perform classical works.
In the History of Ukrainian Music
published in 1922 in Kiev, the book's
author, Mykola Hrynchenko, refers to
Mr. Yemetz as a "bandurist-virtuoso"
and "insuperable kobzar."
Authors who wrote about Mr. Yemetz's achievements often noted: "he
taught the young generation, especially
the generation that grew up surrounded
by the traditions of the 1918-21 struggle,
to love the bandura, and along with it
the Ukrainian song."
Memorial services for the bandurist
were held Friday, January 8, and a
memorial liturgy took place the follow
ing day at St. Volodymyr Cathedral in
Los Angeles. All choirs of Los Angeles
and neighboring areas participated in
the liturgy.
"`Tbe funeral"was held Saturday,
January 16, in Winnipeg, and, in accor
dance with the wishes of the deceased,
his body was laid to rest next to the
grave of Oleksander Koshetz, noted
Ukrainian composer and choral con
ductor.

Responds to Catholic hierarchs' appeal for aid
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - In response
to the appeal of U.S. Ukrainian Catho
lic hierarchs, the Ukrainian National
Association's Supreme Executive Com
mittee decided on Tuesday, January 12,
to donate S 10,000 for aid to needy
Ukrainians in Poland.
The monies will be taken out of the
UNA's Emergency Fund.
Ukrainian Catholic hierarchs, in an
appeal dated December 31 (see page 5),
called on all Ukrainian Americans of
good will to contribute toward a special
fund they had established in order to
provide material aid to Poland's Ukrai
nians, who number about 500,000.
The UNA responded to the prelates'
appeal not only by donating S 10,000 to
the speck) fund, but also by issuing its
own appeal (see page 5) to its members,
asking that they, too, contribute toward
helping Ukrainians in Poland.
The matter of aiding Ukrainians in
Poland had been discussed by the
Supreme Executive Committee im

mediately after the urgency of such help
became evident. The UNA unsuccess
fully sought appropriate channels for an
organized charitable action to aid
Ukrainians in Poland. Then, when the
Ukrainian Catholic Church in the
United States announced its support
action, the UNA quickly responded
with a sizable contribution.
UNA officers ported out that with
out an appropriate response on the part
of the free world, events in Poland could
lead to a replay of the disastrous
Moscow-orchestrated famine of 1933 in
which over 7 million Ukrainians pe
rished.
The UNA'S Emergency Fund was
created by the UNA Supreme Assembly
in May 1960. It is designated primarily
forthe defense of freedom, the rescue of
lives of Ukrainians, and relief to victims
of natural disasters. UNA'ers contri
bute to the fund by endorsing their
dividend checks and returning them to
the UNA for its Emergency Fund.

I Chornovil describes Soviet treatment of hunger-strikers II
Vassyl Yemetz

JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Vassyl Ye
metz, famous bandurist-virtuoso,
singer, professor and author of many
articles on education and music, died in
Los Angeles on Wednesday, January 6.
He was 91.
Mr. Yemetz was born August 2,1890,
in Sharivka, Ukraine. He studied at the
Kharkiv and Moscow universities and
later continued his studies at music
conservatories in Berlin and" Prague.
In 1913 he organized a bandurist
chorus in tCaterynoslav in the Kuban
region, and in 1918 he directed the Kiev
bandura chorus until joining the Ukrai
nian army.
Following World War I, Mr. Yemetz
performed as a bandurist and singer in
many West European cities, as well as
on other continents.
Mr. Yemetz was devoted to Ukrai
nian song and the bandura even in the
face of repressions by tsarist gendarmes
who threatened him with expulsion
from the university.
In later years, Mr. Yemetz construct"
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NEW YORK - Ukrainian journalist human limitations: without food a
and rights activist Vyacheslav Chorno person can survive some 40 to 50 days.
vil, now imprisoned in a Soviet prison How then does one explain the pheno
camp in the Yakutsk ASSR on trumped- menon of Soviet political prisoners'
up charges of attempted rape, recently extraordinary endurance?
Recent hunger strikes by Irish na
shed light on the fate that awaits
tionalists in protest to the conservative
hunger-strikers in the Soviet Union.
Mr. Chornovil's description of Soviet government of Great Britain forced
treatment of hunger-strikers was dis Soviet propaganda to at least briefly
seminated by the Ukrainian samvydav mention the conditions under which the
in the form of an article dated July 15, political prisoners of Northern Ireland
1981, and signed by "Vyacheslav Chor are kept. Thus, we learned that they are
novil, publicist, winner of the 1975 kept in hospitals under constant medi
British journalism prize, member of the cal care, but that they are given only
that medical aid to which they them
Ukrainian Helsinki Group."
Excerpts of Mr. Chornovil's article, selves agree. We read that during his
released here by the press service of the hunger strike prisoner Robert Sands
Ukrainian Supreme Liberation Council was a candidate for election to the
(abroad) and translated from the origi Parliament, that an active campaign
was conducted on his behalf, and that
nal Ukrainian by The Weekly, follow.
he ended his life as a member of the
Parliament of Great Britain. We learn
ed that by the bed of the dying prisoner
It may seem odd to be jealous of a sat his mother, and that Sands, while
person who voluntarily ended his life by losing his consciousness and thereby
means of starvation. Nonetheless, one control over his own destiny, pleaded
cannot help but be jealous of suicide with her not to allow doctors to save
victims when one lives in a society in him — the mother acted in accordance
which, among other human rights, one with the last will of her son...
is deprived also of therightto determine
the course of one's own life.
No, matter how many attempts are
Citizens of democratic countries may made to cover it up, the fact is that
be amazed and suspicious at reports of hunger strikes, suicide attempts and
hunger strikes staged by Soviet political cases of prisoners intentionally wound
prisoners — strikes that often last for ing themselves (most often by slitting
months. After all, how could this writer, their veins) are frequent occurrences in
in protesting against a criminal case the USSR's camps and prisons — in
fabricated against him because of both those for criminals and those for
political motives, endure a hunger strike political dissenters. However, the con
in 1980 for over 120 days? There are ditions under which the Soviet political

prisoner conducts his hunger strike are
not at all similar to those in Ulster.
During the first days of the hunger
strike you are thrown into the solitary
confinement cell, sometimes without
any bedding; you are allowed to see a
doctor only on the second or third week
of your hunger strike, when you are no
longer able to walk. However, they will
not let you die — they will force-feed
you through a hose stuffed into your
stomach. If you resist, they will hand
cuff you, force your mouth open, and
keep it open with a special instrument.
From time to time, they repeat this cruel
procedure. You are kept alive not out of
humanitarian concern - in Soviet
camps and prisons they do not value
human life, medical care is minimal,
and the death rate is high. They will
never allow you to die demonstratively
in protest to the administration's arbi
trariness or the injustice of your sen
tence.
I will cite a recent example. On June
19 (1981) I announced a hunger strike to
protest the abrogation of my right to a
defense (in order to keep my mouth
shut, on KGB orders, all materials
concerning the poorly fabricated case
against me, even the sentence, were
confiscated). In connection with Soviet
propaganda's disinformational use of
the hunger strikes to the death by Irish
political prisoners and, on the other
hand, the total silence on what takes
place in its own backyard, I wanted to
keep certain materials for purposes of
comparison.
(Continued on page 6)
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Lithuanian Helsinki monitor killed;
dissidents suspect KGB complicity
PASADENA, Calif. - The Rev.
Bronius Laurinavicius, a member of the
Lithuanian Helsinki Group who was
run over and killed by a truck in Vilnius
on November 24, was actually murdered
under orders of the KGB according to
exiled Soviet dissident Cronid Lubarsky now living in the West, reported
East/ West News.
If Mr. Lubarsky's account is accurate,
the Rev. Laurinavicius would be the
third Lithuanian Catholic priest killed
under suspicious circumstances in that
Soviet republic in the past 14 months.
Ordained in 1944, the 68-year-old
clergyman had been in -trouble with
authorities even before he joined the
Helsinki group in 1979. In the mid1960s, he was forced out of his first
parish by the authorities into a smaller
one because he had been too active in
petitioning the government on human
rights and on violations of Church and
Soviet laws.
In 1964 he was tried for misappropria
tion of funds in his "first parish. The
charge reportedly stemmed from the
fact that he had once used his own
money to repair the church. When the
parish paid him back and he subse
quently used the returned money for
personal purposes, he was brought to
court.
The first guilty verdict was thrown
out, but it was later reinstated.
Local officials in Vilnius considered
the Rev. Laurinavicius to be a "re
actionary." Of late, he was often advised
to limit his activity to his pastoral
duties, reported
East/ West News.
Three days prior to his death, articles

attacking the Rev. Laurinavicius ap
peared in the daily newspaper Tiesa, the
Lithuanian edition of Pravda.
According to Mr. Lubarsky, the
murder of the Rev. Laurinavicius is part
of a stepped-up Soviet campaign to
stifle religious dissent.
In October 1980, the Rev. Leonas
Sapoka, pastor of the Luoke parish in
the Telsai Diocese, was found brutally
beaten to death- in his home. It was
reported that his body showed signs
that he had been tortured. Shortly
before his death, the Rev. Sapoka had
been the subject of published attacks in
Tiesa.
In August, the Rev. Leonas Mazeika,
a known supporter of the unofficial
Catholic Committee for the Defense of
Believers' Rights, was found stabbed to
death in his rectory.
The 63-year-old clergyman was one
of 118 priests of the Panavezys Diocese
who signed a letter to the Presidium of
the Supreme Soviet of the Lithuanian
SSR supporting the revocation of the
"regulation for religious associations."
The letter was sent in 1979 after the
defense committee called for repeal of
the measures, which restrict the rights
of believers and clergy.
Three defendants have reportedly
been charged with the Rev. Sapoka's
murder, while two others are in custody
for the Mazeika murder, according to
Tiesa.
Attacks on Lithuanian clergy are
accelerating at an alarming rate. Last
fall alone, six priests were accosted and
seriously injured in a rash of assaults.

Haig, Begin plan to discuss
Shcharansky's imprisonment
JERUSALEM - A foreign ministry
official said on January 11 that the case
of imprisoned Soviet dissident Anatoly
Shcharansky would be discussed at this
week's scheduled meeting here between
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Be
gin and U.S. Secretary of State Alexan
der Haig, reported The New York
Times.
The prime minister will raise the issue
in an attempt to renew American efforts
to obtain his release, according to
Deputy Foreign Minister Yehuda BenMeir.
He was speaking at a news conference
called by Mr. Shcharansky's wife,
A vital, who issued an appeal to Western
governments to press Moscow on the
case.
According to Mr. Shcharansky's
mother and brother still in the Soviet
Union, the Jewish emigration move
ment activist was recently transferred
from a labor camp to harsher condi
tions in the Chistopol Prison.
They told reporters in Moscow that
Mr. Shcharansky, who was arrested in
1977 and sentenced to three years in
prison and 10 in a labor camp after
being found guilty of treason, has had
his sentence revised. He must now serve
six years in prison and seven in a labor
camp.
In addition, the Times reported that
the dissident had been kept on a nearstarvation diet during much of 1981 and
that his health has drastically deterio
rated.
The revision of the prison sentence is
interpreted as a means to further punish
Mr. Shcharansky because condi
tions in a labor camp are generally
somewhat better than those in an
ordinary prison.

During his trial, Mr. Shcharansky
was accused of working for the Ameri
can Central Intelligence Agency, a
charge he vehemently denied, as did the
U.S. government. Despite intense pres
sure from Soviet authorities, Mr. Sh
charansky has repeatedly refused to
confess.

Rumanians arrest
religious activist
PASADENA, Calif. - John Тео–
dosiu, a Rumanian Baptist and religi
ous activist, was arrested by police on
December 16 in the central Rumanian
city of Cluj,: „'ported East/ West News.
The 27-year-old carpenter was first
apprehended by four plainclothesmen
on December 10, but was released after
an eight-hour interrogation during
which he was accused of espionage.
Rumanian authorities implicated
Mr. Teodosiu for being the leader of an
information network which provided
documentation of religious persecution
in Rumania to the West.
The charges stem from testimony
given to authorities on December 7 by a
photographer who allegedly confessed
to photographing documents pertain
ing to the cases of five Church of the
Brethren members in Turnu currently
under investigation for distributing
Bibles.
The unidentified photographer is said
to have told police that the documents
were supplied by Mr. Teodosiu for
reproduction and eventual dissemina
tion in the West.
Rumanian sources in the West charge
(Continued on page 12)
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Rumanian activist gets six-year term
for heading Bible-printing operation
TURNU SEVERIN, Rumania Klaus Wagner, a Rumanian Christian
activist who has been running a Bible
printing and circulation network for the
past six years, was sentenced here to six
years' imprisonment and fined 68,000
lei (about S6,100) during a quickly
convened trial on December 17, re
ported East/West News.
Two others, Maria and Ftbia Dalepeta, who were charged with collaborat
ing with Mr. Wagner, received sen
tences in excess of five years. Piru
Virgil, a ship captain, was also charged
with taking part in the smuggling
operation, as were two sailors. Their
sentences are not known.
Mr. Wagner, 31, was arrested on
October 1 after 13,000 Bibles were
confiscated from a ship docked in
Turnu Severin.
Police raided his home in Sighisoara,
and, according to sources inside the
country, they totally destroyed furni
ture, clothing, children's toys and other
personal belongings. Authorities con
fiscated Bibles, religious literature,
cassettes and a tape recorder.
The Delapetas were also arrested on
October 1. Dissident sources also
reported that 13 others were either
arrested or interrogated in connection
with the case since mid-November in
Ploesti, a city northeast of Bucharest,
the nation's capital. They were sche
duled to go on trial January 10.
According to East/West News, a
close friend of the Wagner family
reported that the dissident's wife,
Catarina Wagner, went to the police
station where her husband is being held

Klaus Wagner
shortly after his arrest. While at the
station she allegedly heard her husband
screaming as he was being tortured,
Rumanian law gives Mr. Wagner 14
days to appeal the verdict. It is unclear
who is Mr. Wagner's defense attorney.
A friend of the family reportedly sought
to represent the defendant. If permis
sion wasn't granted, however, he will be
represented by a state-appointed attor
ney.
Rumanian dissidents are reportedly
concerned about a court appointee
representing Mr. Wagner, fearing that
an effective appeal would not be made.
Officials at the Rumanian Embassy
in Washington and the Justice Depart
ment in Bucharest were unavailable for
comment, reported East/West News.

Religious shrine razed in Croatia
PASADENA, Calif. - Yugoslavian
authorities have completely razed a
popular Catholic shrine in the Croatian
town of Vepriz, which had become a site
of many pilgrimages after several girts
claimed they saw an apparition of the
Virgin Mary there last spring, reported
East/West News.
Since then, hundreds of thousands of
visitors have come to the site, irking
local and federal authorities, who
warned against visiting the monument.
According to reports, government
workers dismantled the shrine while the
caretaker, the Rev. Srecko Bazic, was
away. A huge, cast-iron'cross was torn
down, and a seven-foot-high wall with
bronze reliefs of the Virgin Mary was
leveled.
As government officials dressed in
work clothes plowed bulldozers over
the monument site, others confiscated

precious stones and sacred religious
objects. East/ West News reported.
The shrine was the second largest in
largerly Catholic Croatia. The destruc
tion of the monument, which was
visited by 100,000 pilgrims in Septem
ber, appears to be part of a stepped-up
campaign against the Catholic Church
in Yugoslavia and a strong resurgence
of Croatian nationalism. Late last year,
for example, authorities arrested and
sentenced several Croatian nationalists,
seizing dozens of intellectuals and
community activists.
The Catholic Church in Croatia has
historically been a center of Croatian
nationalism, and observers in the West
feel that the Yugoslavian government's
new repressions against the Church are
also aimed at quelling the spread of
nationalist fervor in this increasingly
restive republic.
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Solidarity members go on trial in Warsaw
WARSAW - Speaking at a trial of
three workers here on January II, an
elderly and bespectacled man suddenly
broke off his testimony and said: "What
is going: on in this country? What is
happening if all the rights of the people
are bbing taken away except two - to
keep silent and to work hard. Our rights
have been defended by Solidarity and it
is so close to the peoples' heart and..."
He stopped talking, started to.weep and
stepped down.
This account, which appeared in the
January 12 issue of The New York
Times, seems to sum up the sentiment of
the hundreds of Polish citizens who

have been cramming Warsaw court
rooms during the trials of Solidarity
members and workers charged with
instigating strikes since the imposition
of martial law in Poland on December
13.
The three workers — Karol Szadurski, Leszek Sokolowski and Jacek
Lipinski — stood before judge Andrzej
Lewandowski in a gray courthouse, the
concrete facade of which is chisled
with the words "Justice is the Bulwark
of the Strength and Stability of the
Republic." All three were accused of
instigating a strike at a Warsaw steel

mill after the state emergency had been
declared.
The prosecutor had asked for sen
tences ranging from four to seven years.
During the proceedings, the gallery
was jammed with the defendants' rela
tives and friends, as well as ordinary
Poles, many wearing Solidarity badges
draped with black ribbon as a sign of
mourning. Others wore buttons depict
ing the Black Madonna of Czesto`
chowa, Poland's sacred relic.
When the defense counsel made an
impassioned plea, attesting that depriv
ing people of their human rights was in
(Continued on page IS)

A/ issues an appeal on behalf of interned Poles
NEW YORK - Amnesty Interna
tional members around the world are
appealing to Polish authorities about
people interned without charge and
about others arrested and charged
under martial law: ч .
They are urging the release of thou
sands of people interned — in other
words, detained without being charged
or suspected of any crime. There have
been consistent reports of people held in
cold, overcrowded and unsanitary
conditions. Recent reports suggest that
conditions have improved for some

internees, but fears remain for many longer every day. According to the
limited information made available so
others.
At the same time, AI is calling on the far by the Polish authorities, these
authorities to grant internationally people have been arrested and charged
recognized legal rights and safeguards as a result of the non-violent exercise of
to the growing number of people arrest basic human rights, including freedom
ed, charged and summarily tried under of speech and association. AI members
regard people in this category as priso
martial law regulations.
Attached is a list of people charged ners of conscience, and are urging their
with such offenses as trying to organize immediate release.
Under martial law, these people are
meetings, strikes or sit-ins or distribut
ing leaflets. These names come from, denied the right of appeal. In some
cases,
they are denied the right to have
official reports by Warsaw Radio. The
(Continued on page IS)
lists are incomplete and are. growing

Ethnic groups call for
end of martial law
in strife-torn Poland
CHICAGO - Representatives of
dozens of ethnic, racial and religious
organizations made impassioned pleas
calling for an end to martial law in
Poland; no Soviet intervention; in
creased U.S. receptivity toward Polish
refugees; and the granting of emergency
U.S. food aid to Poland. The pleas
accompanied a joint statement issued
by the ethnic leaders at the offices of the
American Jewish Committee on Thurs
day, December 17.
The statement was signed by over 40
leaders of black, Hispanic, Jewish,
Latvian, Lithuanian, Ukrainian, Ko
rean, Estonian, Serbian, Chinese, Assy
rian, Italian, Greek, Japanese and other
ethnic organizations, including many
national presidents and other leaders. It
was received by Mitchell Kobelinski,
president of the Copernicus Founda
tion; and Edwin Cudecki, a represen
tative of the Polish American Congress.
Among the signers of the joint state
ment were three Ukrainians: Julian E.
Kulas, vice president of the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America, Chi
cago branch, and chairperson of the
Helsinki Monitoring Committee of
(Continued on page 16)

After 3 years in the U.S. Embassy, nightmare continues for Siberian Seven
NEW YORK - When five members of the
Vashchenko family and two members of the
Chmykhalov family managed to desperately force
their way into the American Embassy in Moscow in
July 1978, they thought they had found a haven
from the religious persecution they suffered at the
hands of the Soviets. Instead, the Siberian Pentecostals, who have come to be known as the Siberian
Seven, have been officially neglected, abused and
forced to live in one, dingy and tiny room in the
dank embassy basement, according to a recent
article in Parade, a national magazine.
The Seven are: Peter and Augustine Vashchenko;
their daughters Lidia, Liuba and Lilia; and Maria
Chmykhalov and her son Timothy, 19. The
Vashchenkos have been seeking permission to
emigrate for 20 years.
Although the U.S. State Department recently
announced that it plans to provide the Seven with a
second room, their three and one-half year ordeal
has been marred by benign neglect, harassment by
Soviet employees at the embassy — many of whom
are KGB informants — and an unwillingness by the
embassy staff to make life more tolerable for them.
In fact, two members of the Vashchenko family
— Augustina, 52, and Lidia, 30, went on a hunger
strike shortly after Christmas in a desperate
attempt to draw international attention to theii
plight.
"I think that I will not live long," Augustina
recently told Danny Smith, campaign organizer for
a London-based movement to free the Seven. "This
is my last weapon."
The case of the Seven has long been a trouble
some nettle for U.S; officials both in Washington
and Moscow. Since smuggling the families out of
the Soviet Union is nearly impossible, and embassy
officials have been unable to convince the Seven to
leave on their own, they have made life as
uncomfortable as possible for them. Parade
reported.
The Soviets have insisted all along that they will
bar any attempts to allow the Seven to emigrate
unless they first return to Siberia. Although they
have given assurances that no harm will come to
them, Ivan Vashchenko, 17, was beaten close to
death by Soviet security forces when the families,
carrying a letter from the State Department inviting
them to the embassy, tried to gain admittance.
It was later learned that Ivan was forcibly
returned to the family's hometown of Chernogorsk,
Siberia.

According to Parade, the U.S. State Department
spent thefirsttwo months of the families' stay doing
its best to force them out into the waiting arms of
the KGB. The embassy refused to allow them to
bathe, while sympathetic staffers provided them
with food, clothing, books and games, during their
miserable and uncertain existence inside the
consular waiting room.
When their resolve did not weaken, they were
finally moved into the tiny basement room, which
measures only 15, by 20 feet. Moreover, to further
make life difficult, embassy officials restricted
visiting privileges and limited their movement both
inside the embassy and the embassy grounds.
Crammed inside the small living quarters are a
refrigerator, two single beds, a stove, sink,
makeshift table (plywood lashed to a chair), radio,
black-and-white television set, boxes of books and
papers, and some maps and posters on the walls.
According to Parade, the paint on the walls is
peeling from the moisture, the plaster is flaking and
the sparse furniture is old and rickety. In addition,
the room — indeed the entire embassy — is most
likely full of KGB bugging devices.
The window of the room opens out at sidewalk
level onto Chaikovskogo Street. Liuba Vashchenko,
who has learned to speak and write excellent
English, told Parade:
"We sometimes watch the guards beating people
when they try and get in. Once we shouted for them
to stop - they were killing a poor man. That night
when we were asleep, the guards took a big ball of
cotton, soaked it in oil, set it onfireand stuffed it in
the window, filling the room with choking smoke.
We were terrified. Down here, we are far a way from
the other Americans in the embassy."
Parade magazine became involved in the case of
the Siberian Seven when it heard about
the efforts of Jane Drake, a 35-yearold homemaker from suburban Mont
gomery, Ala., the founder of SAVE - the
Society of Americans for Vashchenko Emigration,
and the Seven's leading advocate in the United
States. For more than three years, Ms. Drake, whoaccompanied Parade to the Soviet Union, has
worked on the families' behalf, organizing mail and
card campaigns to boost their morale and fighting
to keep the issue alive before Congress and the
public.

SAVE's main focus is the passage of a bill
sponsored by Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) that would
give the Seven permanent resident status in the
embassy, afirststep toward the possible granting of
U.S. citizenship, should the issue drag on more than
five years.
Despite their shabby treatment at the hands of
American Embassy officials, members of both
families are not bitter. Their main concern is the
safety of other family members still living in
Siberia. They are resolved not to leave the embassy
until the other 10 Vashchenkos and five Chmykhalovs are allowed to emigrate — a move some
embassy staffers told Parade is possible only if
U.S.-Soviet relations improve dramatically. But
the prevailing view seems to be that emigration
from Chernogorsk at this time is highly unlikely.
Official pressure on family members living
outside the compound has been intense. Through
monthly telephone calls to the embassy, the Seven
have learned of a campaign in a local Siberian
newspaper to depict them as traitors leeching off
the Americans. The three Vashchenko sons also
face imprisonment in labor camps for refusing
military induction on religious grounds.
So all the Seven can do now is continue to wait,
caught in a complex diplomatic tug-of-war that has
left them in limbo. Forced to subsist under
unusually harsh circumstance as unwelcome guests
in the U.S. Embassy, and the targets of open
disdain and harassment by Soviet citizens em
ployed there, their only hope lies in a broader
exposure of their plight and the dim hope of a thaw
in East-West relations.
The Soviet government is known to be somewhat
responsive to American public opinion, and the
U.S. State Department believes that a ground swell
of protest may help shift the stalemate that keeps
the families virtual prisoners in the U.S. Embassy.
Parade has announced that it will forward all letters
in support of the Seven, which should be addressed
to Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin, Embassy of the
USSR, c/o Parade magazine, 750 Third Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10017.
In addition, cards and letters may be mailed to
the families at the Embassy of the United States, 19
Ulitsa Chaikovskogo, Moscow USSR 117234.
Ms. Drake's group may be contacted by writing
to SAVE, Route 1, Box 49-A, Pike Road, Ala.
36064.
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Association elects new head
Court rules against Polovchak; Providence
PHILADELPHIA - Msgr. Stephen
Chomko has been elected president of
long legal battle to continue thenian
Providence Association of Ukrai
Catholics, according to a recent
CHICAGO - In a court decision
that sent shock waves through the
Ukrainian community, a three-judge
panel ruled on December 30 that
Walter Polovchak, the 14-year-old
Ukrainian boy who ran away from
his parents 17 months ago rather
than return to the Soviet Union,
should not have been made a ward of
the state.
The 2-І decision of the Illinois
Appellate Court opens the door for
granting custody of the boy to his
parents, who have been in the Soviet
Union since August 1981, thus over
ruling an earlier ruling by Juvenile
Court Judge Joseph C. Mooney,
who found that Walter was "a minor
in need of supervision." Walter has
been living with foster parents in
Chicago.
Harvey Grossman, an American
Civil Liberties Union lawyer who
represented the parents, said the
ruling means that the boy should be
reunited with his family as soon as
possible.
"Hopefully, the child will be re
united with his family and the legal
gymnastics will stop," Mr. Grossman
said at a press conference in the
ACLU's offices.
But Henry Holzer, one of the
lawyers representing Walter, said that
the court's decision would be appeal
ed, a move that could delay any
meeting with the boy and his parents.
He called the ruling "terrible" and
"appalling," according to the Chica
go Sun-Times.
To further complicate the issue,
Walter had been granted permanent
residency status by the federal go
vernment, and it is highly doubtful
that he could be forced to return to
the USSR against his will.
In its ruling, the Appellate Court
dismissed Judge Mooney`s decision
to place Walter in the custody of the
state, arguing that "Walter's health,
safety and welfare were not jeopar
dized when he absented himself from
the family residence."
Walter and his sister Natalie, 18,
ran away from the Polovchaks'
Chicago home in June 1980 when
they learned that their parents,
disgruntled with American life after a
six-month stay, had decided to re
turn to the Soviet Union.
The two majority justices, Helen
McGuillicuddy and William Syl
vester, also said the fact that
Walter had been granted political
asylum in this country, and therefore
has a constitutional right to remain
here, should be addressed in another
forum.
Dissenting Justice Daniel J. McNamara said sufficient evidence had
been gathered at a preliminary hear
ing to establish that Walter was
beyond the control of his parents and
that hs properly was made a ward of
the court.
In another federal case, the ACLU,
representing the parents, is fighting
the government's decision to grant
permanent residency
status to
Walter.
Mr. Grossman said that the Appel
late Court ruling will have no affect
on that case. He said U.S. Attorney
Dan K. Webb, in briefs filed in
connection with the Appellate Court
case, indicated he could keep Walter
in this country under laws dealing
with the departure of an alien who
has a judicial case pending.

According to the Sun-Times, Mr.
Webb said shortly after the ruling
that he will ask the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to issue a
departure-control order, which would
bar anyone for taking Walter outside
the country.
In a move immediately following
the Appellate Court's ruling, attor
ney Julian Kulas, who is representing
Walter, also asked the Justice De
partment to issue a departure-con
trol order, a copy of which would be
placed at all points of debarkation,
reminding authorities there that the
boy should not be taken from the
country until all federal and state
litigation is resolved, reported the
Chicago Tribune.
Despite the ACLU's continued
insistence that the case belongs solely
in the domain of the state courts, Mr.
Kulas said he was scheduled to
appear before U.S. District Judge
Thomas McMillen on January 11 on
a suit he filed on Walter's behalf,
claiming that sending him back to his
parents in Ukraine would violate his
constitutional rights acquired with
permanent residency status.
Another litigative alternative, Mr.
K,ulas said, was filing for a rehearing
or appealing to the Illinois Supreme
Court.
The Appellate Court's ruling against
Walter has caused an outcry of
indignation from several politicians.
Rep. Edward Derwinski (R-Ill.),
who has been working with federal
authorities for months on Walter's
case, said that the departure-control
order "is a policy in force anyway,"
reported the Chicago Tribune.
"This administration is not about
to allow Walter to be deported to the
Soviet Union," he said.
Upon hearing of the court's ruling.
Rep. Peter Peyser (D-N.Y.) flew to
Chicago to meet with Walter, his
sister and Mr. Kulas. In a statement
released on January S, he said that
Justice Department officials assured
him that the departure-control order
was "forthcoming."
He also said that he came to
Chicago because he viewed the situa
tion as not only a local issue, "but a
situation involving all of the United
States."
Recalling an incident several years
ago when the United States handed
over a young Lithuanian sailor to the
Soviets after he asked for asylum,
Rep. Peyser said: "1 don't want
Walter's future on my conscience
nor, am I sure, do the American
people."
Rep. Peyser continued: "I have
learned that Soviet law specifically
addresses the handling of minors
who refuse to return to the Soviet
Union but ultimately are returned.
The options under Soviet law are not
pleasant for Walter. He will be
placed under the control of the state
and institutionalized to be 're-edu
cated' and 'trained' "
In a letter to U.S. Attorney General
William French Smith, Rep. James
Florio (D-N.J.) expressed his con
cern for the future welfare of Walter.
He wrote: "Various representatives
of Ukrainian and other Eastern
European groups in New Jersey have
contacted me to express their con
cern that Walter may be forced to
return to the Soviet Union."
The congressman also said he
(Continued on page 11)

issue of America, the fraternal asso
ciation's official organ.
News of the election appeared in the
minutes of the concluding meeting of
the elections committee at which Msgr.
Chomko was announced as the newly
elected president.
Others elected to the Providence
Association's supreme executive board
are: Dr. Alexander Bilyk, vice presi
dent; Msgr. Constantine Berdar, spiri
tual director; Ihor Smolij, secretary;
Bohdan Todoriw, financial secretary;
and Stephanie Wochok, treasurer.
Newly elected supreme advisors are:
the Rev. Roman Mirchuk, Bishop
Robert Moskal, Euphrozyna Martynets, George Nesterczuk, Dr Petro
Goy, Bohdan Kulchytsky, Msgr. Joseph
Fedorek, Teodor Caryk and Msgr.
Michael Poloway.
The supreme auditing committee
consists of Dr. Bohdan Siletsky, Mykola Semanyshyn and Yevhen Markiv.
The new president of the Providence
Association was bom in Scranton, Pa.,
in 1922. He studied at the University of
Scranton, St. Basil's College in Stam
ford, Conn., and St. Charles College in
Catonville, Md.
Msgr. Chomko completed his theo
logy studies at the Catholic University
in Washington in 1946 and that same
year was ordained a priest.
He has served Ukrainian Catholic

Msgr. Stephen Chomko
parishes in Hamtramck, Mich., St.
Joseph, Mo., (along with missionary
service in the states of Missouri, Kan
sas and Colorado), Syracuse, N.Y.,
Auburn, N.Y., Cleveland, New Haven,
Conn., Boston, Elmira Heights, N.Y.,
and Hartford, Conn.
Pope John Paul II named Father
Chomko a monsignor.
The Providence Association of Ukrainian Catholics, based in Philadel
phia, was founded in 1912 and this year
observes its 70th anniversary.

Police association marks first anniversary
CHICAGO - There have always
been Ukrainians among this city's
finest, so it is of little surprise that the
nation's first Ukrainian policemen's
organization — the Ukrainian Ameri
can Police Association - was formed
here a year ago this January 19. Over
the year, the organization has attracted
the attention of our men in blue whose
heritage is linked to the blue and yellow
colors of the Ukrainian flag.
The Ukrainian American Police
Association was incorporated in Illinois
but, as its charter states, its aim is to
unite all Ukrainian American police
officers in North America.
Headquartered in the Windy City,
the association has been funded prima
rily by private donations, which
allowed the group to set up
a temporary office at 851 N.
Western Ave., according to Walter W.
Dudycz, the association's first presi
dent. The organization hopes to enlist
as many Ukrainian American peace
officers as possible.
The goals of the organization include
the providing of support services for the
Ukrainian community, to encourage
Ukrainian Americans to enter law

Emblem of the Ukrainian American
Police Association.
enforcement, and to exchange informa
tion and cooperation with other police
agencies to help them understand some
of the specific needs of Ukrainian
(Continued on page 12)

Obituary

Paul Mariak, UNA activist
HUDSON, N.Y. - Paul Mariak,
long-time secretary of UNA Branch
476, died here on November 20, 1981, at
the age of 91.
Mr. Mariak was born July 13, 1890,
in Stankova, Lisko county, western
Ukraine. He came to the United States
in 1912 and became active in Ukrainian
community life in the Hudson, N.Y.,
area.
He was a member of the Ukrainian
National Association for 63 years and
served as secretary of Branches 273 and
476 for atotal of 53 years, during which
he enrolled 470 members into the ranks

of the fraternal organization.
He was a delegate to five UNA
conventions.
Mr. Mariak was also a co-founder in
1922 of St. Nicholas Church and parish.
The funeral was held November 24,
and interment was at Cedar Park
Cemetery in Hudson.
Surviving are his wife Anna, three
daughters, Mary King, Anastasia Lomery and Katherine Mariak, and two
sons, Samuel and Michael, who suc
ceeded his father as Branch 476 secre
tary.
' ' `. і
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A call for aid to our
Ukrainian brethren in Poland
Appeal of the Ukrainian Catholic
hierarchy in the United States of
America for aid to our faithful in
Poland!
Praised be Jesus Christ!
The faithful of our Church in
Poland presently find themselves in
grave circumstances and in need of
our Christian love. Our newspapers
have been relating to us the situation
of the faithful there. It behooves us to
reflect upon our obligation to help
our brothers and sisters who extend
their weary hands to us from across
the ocean. To refuse them would be a
sin of omission against love of
neighbor. We are reminded of the
words of our Divine Savior and
Teacher: "Come, blessed of My
Father, take possession of the king
dom prepared for you from the
foundation of the world; for I was
hungry and you gave-me to eat...as
long as you did it for one of these, the
least of my brethren, you did it for
Me" (Mt. 25, passim).
We have sought out means to
properly and effectively aid our
people in Poland and are now con
vinced that with the help of God and
your generous support. We shall be
enabled to help them.
Our action will be effective, if our
own faithful respond to this appeal
for financial aid for this purpose. In
the first place we appeal to all of our
fraternal societies and financial
institutions and those central organi
zations capable of helping us realize
our plan for effective aid to our

people in Poland. We ask all Chris
tian Ukrainian organizations for
their cooperation in the action of
collecting funds. All contributions
are to be sent to the bishops of
eparchies or placed in the hands of
the parish offices for transmittal to
the episcopal ordinary. (We ask that
you collect these funds in the month
of January and send them to the
Chancery Office no later than
February 1.)
In one of his letters St. Basil the
Great asks the rhetorical question:
"For whom is that extra coat hanging
in your closet; for whom are all those
things you have in er.cess?" This same
holy hierarch asks us today that we
not be deaf to the pleas of those who
are united with us as sons and daugh
ters of St. Volodymyr. He asks us
whom fortune has so favored more
than our brothers and sisters else
where in the world. Out of love for
God and your fellowman, give your
generous contributions for our
people in Poland. "As long as you did
it for one of these, the least of my
brethren, you did it for Me"(Mt. 25).
The blessing of the Lord be upon
you and the peace of God be with
you!
Stephen
Archbishop-Metropolitan
Basil
Bishop of Stamford
Innocent
Bishop of St. Nicholas in Chicago
Robert
Auxiliary Bishop

Let us do our
Christian and national duty
Appeal of the UNA Supreme generous donations, while keeping in
Executive Committee to members of mind that he who gives now gives
the Ukrainian National Association, double.
its branches and district committees.
The urgent need for private aid to
the people in Poland is well known
The hierarchs of the Ukrainian from the daily reports carried by our
Catholic Church in the United States mass media. Such aid is encouraged
have released an appeal to all Ukrai by the U.S. government and Presi
nians of good will in America, urging dent Ronald Reagan. Numerous
them to become involved in the charitable organizations have be
action they have announced in order come involved in such aid programs;
to help needy Ukrainians, our bro and American Polonia has already
thers and sisters, in Poland, by contributed millions of dollars to this
contributing toward a fund esta cause.
blished for this purpose. In this way
Approximately a naif million
we can do our collective Christian Ukrainians now live on the territory
duty to help our neighbor and save of Poland. These are our own bro
our brother in need.
thers and sisters, among whom there
In response to this appeal, the are many descendants of pioneers of
Supreme Executive Committee of our Ukrainian National Association.
the Ukrainian National Association Let us save them from cold, hunger
has joined in this humanitarian and disease. Our aid to them will no
action initiated by our prelates by doubt spark a new flame of hope in
making an appropriate contribution the hearts of our brothers and sisters
toward the fund. The Supreme Exe in our dear subjugated Ukraine.
cutive Committee also calls on UNA
Jersey City, N.J.
members, branches and district com
January 1982
mittees to support this action with

Remember our brothers in need
You may forward your contribution to help our needy fellow
Ukrainians in Poland to your pastor, to the Philadelphia Ukrainian
Catholic Archeparchy, 815 N. Franklin St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123;
or fo /he Ukrainian National Association, 30Montogmery S/.; Jersey
G f y , N J . 07302.
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ША president pens letter of support
to Polish American organizations
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The Ukrai
nian National Association has express
ed its "solidarity with the entire Polish
nation in its current struggle
against Soviet tyranny" in a letter
signed by Supreme President John O.
Flis and sent to Aloysius Mazewski,
"president of the Polish American Con
gress and the Polish National Alliance
of the U.S.A.
The full text of the letter, dated
January 8, follows.
"Our entire membership of 85,000
wishes to convey its warmest sentiments
of solidarity with the entire Polish
nation in its current struggle against
Soviet tyranny and intervention in the

affairs of the Polish people.
"We support the efforts of the Polish
American Congress and the entire
Polish American community 'Polonia'
in their effort to bring the plight of the
Polish people to the attention of the
entire free world.
"American Ukrainians look with
pride upon the Polish American com
munity and especially of the Polish
people and pledge their support.
"Ukrainians are proud of the manner
in which 'Polonia' has responded to the
needs of its Polish brethren and we
stand ready to aid 'Polonia'in its efforts
to protect the fundamental human and
national rights of the Polish people."

UNA organizer, auditor visit Canada
to review membership campaign
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Reviewing and toured the editorial and publishing
organizing efforts north of the border, facilities of Ukrainian News, a Ukrai
meeting the UNA branch officers and nian Catholic weekly newspaper.
secretaries, and visiting other commu
The two men also met with Peter
nity leaders were just some of the items Savaryn, a leading Canadian commu
on the busy agenda of UNA Supreme nity activist, as well as with provincial
Organizer Wasyl Orichowsky and Ivan minister Julian Koziak, who is of
Hewryk, chairman of the Supreme Ukrainian descent.
Auditing Committee, during their
In their, swing through Calgary, the
weeklong visit to western Canada that supreme officers consulted with branch
began on November 17.
secretary M. Kovalsky and others
concerned about UNA affairs.
The two UNA officers made stops in
Edmonton and Calgary, Alta., and
The main emphasis of the trip, how
Winnipeg, Man.
ever, was on organizing matters, and
In Edmonton, the two men had a
following meetings with local organi
lengthy meeting with Mykhailo Nakonechny, secretary of UNA Branch zers and branch secretaries, Messrs.
497, and Teodor Voytiv, secretary of Orichowsky and Hewryk received 160
Branch 503. Among other matters, new membership applications.
discussion focused on the all-impor
While in Winnipeg, the two officers
tant membership drive and the up took the opportunity to confer with
coming Regular UNA Convention, Canadian community activist, attorney
which is slated to take place in May in Serge Radchuk, former president of the
Rochester, N.Y.
Ukrainian Canadian Committee.
Messrs. Orichowsky and Hewryk
also took the opportunity to visit the
Rev. Wolodymyr Tarnawsky, pastor of
St. George's Church, which is modeled
after St. Basil's Church in Ovrych,
Ukraine, built in the 12th century.
While in Edmonton, they also visited

On his return to the UnitedStates,Mr.
Orichowsky deemed the trip a success,
saying that such visits are necessary
because they form a tangible link
between the UNA executive and its
membership, thus stimulating organiz
ing efforts and other UNA activities.

UNA district committee meets
Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA - Some 55
branch secretaries and other UNA
branch officers took part in the recent
organizing meeting of the Philadelphia
UNA District. The district encom
passes 40 branches with over 7,000
members.
The November 22, 1981, meeting was
conducted by Petro Tarnawsky, district
chairman. The district secretary, Wasyl
Kolinko, took the minutes.
First to address the meeting partici
pants was UNA Supreme President
John O. Flis who commended the
'district and its branches for outstanding
organizing efforts. In his remarks the
president also touched upon all aspects
of UNA activity.
He noted that 1981 was one of the
best years infinancialterms, but that in
terms of organizing it was a poor year.
He also reported that the UNA build
ing, which is completely rented, is a
source of much income' for the UNA.
Mr. Flis also spoke about plans to build
50 condominium apartments for UNA

seniors at Soyuzivka and about the two
types of promissory notes the UNA
offers its members, the newest form of
which pays 9 percent and allows mem
bers to withdraw their money at any
time without losing interest.
Organizing matters were covered in
the report delivered by Senior Field
Organizer Stefan Hawrysz. He noted
that the UNA's goal for 1981 was 4,000
new members insured for a total of S10
million. As of the end of October, 1,586
members had been enrolled and their
insurance coverage totalled S4,116,500.
Of this total, the Philadelphia, Allentown, Scranton and Wilkes-Barre dis
tricts of Pennsylvania had enrolled 431
members insured for S 1,062,500 (in
cluding 79 ADD certificates).
Mr. Hawrysz analyzed the organizing
achievements of the Philadelphia dis
trict and commended those secretaries
who had contributed to the success. The
senior field organizer then presented 50
new UNA membership certificates to
Mr. Flis. The certificates were for a fo`tal j
(Continued on page 12)
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Ukrainian Independence Day

Ukrainian WeeUї

A tradition of independence

Many of us have, in all likelihood, heard the question: Why do Ukrainians
persist in annually observing the anniversary of the proclamation of a short
lived independent Ukrainian state?
And many of us, no doubt, have had to go beyond our often reflex
celebrations of January 22 and give our replies some thought.
We celebrate not merely a shortlived statehood that was the realization, in
the form of the Ukrainian National Republic, of the Ukrainian nation's
yearning for freedom and independence; we celebrate the survival, through
the ages, of that yearning.
We celebrate not the proclamation of yet another neophyte independent
government, but the re-establishment of a sovereign state on the territory of a
land with a tradition of independence dating back to the times of Кіеуап–
Rus`, an independence that existed also during the periods of the GalicianVolhynian and Kozak states.
We celebrate January 22 as the most recent date in history on which the
Ukrainian people, who had suffered so long under the domination of external
powers, triumphantly declared their will. For it was on January 22,1918, that
the Ukrainian Central Rada released the Fourth Universal establishing an
independent state; and it was on January 22 a year later that the Act of Union
joined all Ukrainian lands — east and west - into a single state.
Moreover,,ouT anniversary observances today reflect not only a dream that
flourishes in the hearts and minds of countless Ukrainian DPs who once lived
in a free Ukraine (and this cannot be discounted as mere nostalgia), not only a
dream that they have passed down, like a precious heirloom, to their children
and their children's children; they reflect a dream that exists also on the fertile
soil of Ukraine. This is the fervent hope of countless Ukrainian rights
activists, including the severely persecuted yet undaunted Ukrainian Helsinki
monitors who,from the very inception of the Kiev-based Ukrainian Public
Group to Promote the Implementation of the Helsinki Accords,insisted on
Ukraine's historic and inalienable right to independence, sovereignty and selfdetermination,
Clearly then, the goal of one day once again re-establishing a truly free
Ukrainian state is far from dead. Ukrainians throughout the world are united
in awaiting that glorious day when they can hear joyous words such as those'
contained in tJve. Fourth Udtversala^.: ' JL.
"People of Ukraine! By your own power, your will and your word, a free
Ukrainian republic now exists in your land. The ancient dream of our
forefathers, who were fighters for the freedom and rights of the working
people, has come true...
,,
"From this day forward, the Ukrainian National Republic is the
independent, free and sovereign state of the Ukrainian people..."
And surely, this is cause tor celebration.

Appeal of the Ukrainian Catholic hierarchy on the observance of
Ukrainian Independence Day. January 22.
On-January 22, 1918. the Ukrainian people through their legitimate
government, the Ukrainian Central Rada in Kiev, proclaimed the renewal of
a sovereign and independent state and on January 22, 1919, proclaimed the
merger of Western Ukraine or Halychyna (Galicia) into an all-embracing,
sovereign independent Ukrainian state, which as we all know, after three years
of heroic struggle in its defense, succumbed to the numerically superior mili
tary forces of Communist Russia.
The alien Communist power destroyed the Ukrainian national state by
replacing it with a puppet regime under the name of the "Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic." This "government" is not a true government of the
Ukrainian people, but an instrument by which the Soviet Russian colonial
government oppresses and persecutes the Ukrainian people.
But the true ideal of Ukrainian independence lives on in the communities
on all continents as well as in the hearts and minds of the Ukrainian people in
captive Ukraine: witness the writings, memoranda, appeals and trials of
dissidents in present-dr.y Ukraine.
The anniversary of Ukrainian independence has been solemnly observed by
Ukrainians in the free world ever since the destruction of the independent
Ukrainian state. This tradition has been kept alive especially in the United
States, not only by Ukrainian American communities, but also by the U.S.
Congress, and the many governors and mayors who issue annual
proclamations in their stales and cities in honor of Ukrainian independence.
Just as July 4 commemorating American independence is a day important
in American history, so too for us of Ukrainian descent and origin is January
22. Blessed as we are here in the United States with the fullness of
independence and freedom, it is incumbent upon us to commemorate the
declaration of freedom in Ukraine.
Therefore we direct our parishes, schools and all other institutions in the
United States to observe January 22 as our national holiday. All Ukrainian
Catholic schools should arrange appropriate programs, concerts and other
public gatherings.
Our observances of January 22 in America will certainly be known in
Ukraine via international broadcasts. Our brothers and sisters in captive
Ukraine will thereby be encouraged in their ongoing struggle against the
oppressor and for the rebirth of a new independence which they, under the
law of God, rightfully deserve.
Stephen
Archbishop-Metropolitan of Philadelphia
±'
Basil

Bishop of Stamford
Innocent
Bishop of St. Nicholas in Chicago
Robert
Auxiliary Bishop of the Archbishop of Philadelphia

Convention-year contemplation
The 1980 UCCA congress, and its aftermath, reports and remarks (now
being published as minutes in Svoboda) of certain UNA Supreme Assembly
members at the 1981 annual meeting of that body; and the statement signed
by a group of 11 Supreme Assembly members which dubbed itself the
Committee for Law and Order in the UNA - all this should serve as a
warning that the UNA is a target.
After the takeover of the UCCA, an organization that once represented the
entire Ukrainian American community, an organization that once worked on
the principle of intelligent compromise, not confrontation, a certain political
grouping set its sights on the UNA - the largest, most merit-worthy and most
financially secure Ukrainian institution in the free world. And this grouping
makes no bones about it. Witness recent actions of its members about which
the Ukrainian press has already written.
Neither will we beat around the bush.
The Regular UNA Convention is but four months away. On its eve, this
political grouping has engaged in acts which discredit the UNA, and sow
discord and discontent within the UNA family, "hese persons have struck at
the very core of the UNA: the fraternal character that makes our Soyuz more
than an insurance company.
Claiming that they care only for the good of the UNA, certain UNA`ers
have endeavored to slander Soyuz by referring to it as merely another
financial-insurance institution; they have accused the UNA of siding with
chronic malcontents within the Ukrainian community; leveled scurrilous
charges against the Supreme Executive Committee to the effect that it
committed various by-laws violations; and personally attacked the supreme
president and other members of the executive committee.
All this is a prelude to a blatant attempt to turn the UN A into a Liberation
Front satellite akin to the present-day UCCA.
Our response to such attempts must be an active and decisive one. The
solution lies, first of all, in getting the vote out. So that qualified convention
delegates are elected at the upcoming branch meetings, UNA'ers must make
sure that they attend these meetings en masse. At these elections meetings
UNA`ers should take care to elect experienced and dedicated UNA'ers who
place the good of the UN A and the entire Ukrainian community above all else
— especially above partisan interests.
Thus armed we can be sure that the UNA convention will make the
decisions required to maintain the UNA'S 88-year tradition of service to all
Ukrainians and promotion of the Ukrainian cause.
And this is something the UNA can do only if it remains the independent,
.nouTpartisan,,fxaternal-benefit society it was meant до, be,.
. ,

(Continued from page 1)

After the official declaration of my
hunger strike, 1 lay for four days in the
general barracks; 1 was not isolated; the
doctors did not arrive. On the fifth day I
was told that I was to serve 10 days in
the isolation cell for not appearing for
work. Not a word was said about my
hunger strike (as a hunger-striker I
was not required, nor could I work). 1
was forced into the isolation cell,
undressed and thrown onto the bare
planks of the cell floor. The announce
ment of the punishment was accom
panied by a doctor's statement saying
that I could be kept in the cell; this the
doctor prepared without ever seeing me.
The first time a medical aide saw me (he
measured my blood pressure) was on
the 13th day of my hunger strike, and
the medical assistance rendered con
sisted of giving me the bedding which I
should have received at the beginning of
my hunger strike. Until the end of my
hunger strike, the doctor visited me only
twice more, both times measuring my
blood pressure. After I had starved for
the planned 20 days in the isolation cell
(under conditions of cold, stench, lack of
fresh air), and in the face of threats of
force-feeding, 1 concluded my hunger
strike. I was not released from the eel,
and, was forced, after three weeks of a
total fast, to eat clay-like black bread
and "penal" broth. It seems that such a
diet was prescribed by the camp
"doctor" with the obvious intention of
ruining.my. health..
...-.. . . . .
No. in spite of the tragic fate of the

Irish prisoners who give-up their lives, in
spite of the complexity and the apparent
hopelessness of the Ulster situation (I
believe that in a democratic society it
will ultimately be resolved through wise
compromise), Soviet propaganda can
not earn a philosophical profit.
Anyone familiar with modern history
can easily figure out what would happen
to the Northern Irish Catholics if Ulster
were a part of the USSR. The world has
not forgotten about the ethnocide of
Crimean Tatars, the Volga Germans,
the residents of western Ukraine and the
occupied Baltic states, who were re
settled thousands of kilometers away
from their homelands and lost among
the foreign populations. And socialistic
democracy would not allow Robert
Sands to become a member of Parlia
ment. The world press would not cover
his hunger strike; and, instead of a
proud, resonant death, he would receive
handcuffs and a rubber hose down his
throat. If he still managed to die, the
body would have been quietly dispatch
ed, unknown to anyone, to the eternally
frozen Siberian ground, or to the
foreign earth of Mordovia or the Urals.
And instead of thousands of demon
strators, perhaps only a few prisoners/
grave-diggers would be there to somberly pay their last respects at the
numbered grave.
This is the fate that awaits me and my
colleagues in the defense of the national
rights of the Ukrainian nation and the
basic rights of all nations of the USSR.
This is why I am jealous of Robert
Sands, .prisoner,of .Ulster's. Н-ИРФІ",
who died a martyr's death.

No. З
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The Reagan administration and ethnic America
by Dr. Myron B. Kuropas
Traditionally, ethnic Americans have asked for and
received little from their government. They have
worked hard, preferred to establish their own self-help
institutions whenever they could, and loyally supported
this nation in its efforts to stem the tide of Soviet
imperialism. In a sense, they were "Reaganites" long
before Ronald Reagan became president.
Most ethnic Americans supported the 1980 GOP
platform which emphasized "strong families, secure
and prosperous neighborhoods," and support for
"the captive nations of Central and Eastern Europe in
their hopes to achieve self-determination." Accustom
ed to ah open White House during the Ford and Carter
administrations, ethnic leaders believed Mr. Reagan's
campaign coordinators who assured them that their
opinions regarding policy issues of concern to their
communities would continue to be solicited. At the
very least, Mr. Reagan's ethnic supporters were
convinced, the modest "new ethnicity"gains they were
able to achieve during the 1970s would remain in
place.
Today, 13 months after the election, ethnic
aspirations have dimmed considerably. In the minds
of some, much of the progress — which never
amounted to moiC than the recognition of ethnic
legitimacy within the American social order'— has
been reversed. The White House, they believe, has
closed its doors to all but the select and privileged few.
During the past year, ethnic American activists have
made note of the fact that:
' 1. The Office of Ethnic Liaison within the
Republican National Committee was eliminated along
with direct access to GOP decision-makers.
о 2. The position of special assistant to the president
for ethnic affairs, established by President Gerald
Ford and continued by President Jimmy Carter, was
abolished along with direct access to White House
aides.
о 3. Funding for the modest (S2.3 million) Ethnic
Heritage Studies program has not been recommended.
" 4. Project Senior Ethnic Find, a VISTA outreach
program for poor ethnic elderly, has been scrapped.
" 5. No White House conferences to discuss ethnic
concerns have been scheduled.
" 6. Moral and fiscal support for the grass-roots
neighborhood-revitalization program has evaporated.
In a recent interview with Neil Peirce (Chicago SunTimes, November 25, 1981), President Reagan's
geographic bias was clearly evident when, in defense of
energy severance taxes of southern and western states,
he argued that the resultant burden on the Midwest
and Northeast (where most ethnics live) was not a
concern of the federal government but of the
marketplace. If someone doesn't like where he lives,
the president suggested, "one of the built-in guarantees
of freedom... is the right of a citizen to vote with his
feet."
Tell that to Lithuanians, Poles and Ukrainians in
Chicago who still believe in "secure and prosperous
neighborh6ods," They built churches, where they were
married and their children and grandchildren baptized;
they established their own credit unions and savings
institutions so as to overcome red-lining by establish
ment financial institutions; and they have created a
cultural environment in the inner city with their ethnic
schools, libraries, museums, choirs, dance ensembles,
opera companies, book stores and youth homes
which serve as models of local initiative. And for this
they are to be penalized by a president who professes
to share their values.
" 7. The human-rights campaign so strongly
supported by ethnic Americans as a first step "in their
hopes to achieve self-determination" has been muted.

Ц і н а 7 5 ц.

Квітень 1981

Рік 31

Reprinted courtesy of Lys Mykyls magazine

Lys Mykyta, the Ukrainian-language magazine of humor and satire published by artist and caricaturist
Edward Kozak, depicted the White House attitude toward ethnics in the above illustration which
appeared on its April 1981 cover. The Ukrainian caption on the lower left reads "Orphan's Easter
(Washington, 1981)."
e 8. The Reagan administration's Captive Nations
the world and to demonstrate, in both word and deed,
and in a way that is meaningful to the poor who believe
resolution issued in July didn't even list the nations
they
have nothing to lose, that the American alterna
suffering under Soviet domination.
tive is superior to the Soviet and that we really are the
Given the similar mind-set, sentiment and cultural
world's beacon of hope.
background of most Reagan appointees, current
Dr. Myron B. Kuropas is the former special
ethnic dismay with the president is not surprising. His
assistant for ethnic affairs to President Ford as well as
administration is simply not representative of the
a former legislative assistant to Sen. Robert Dole.
American pluralistic reality. Both the White House
Presently, he is supreme vice president of the
and the GOP desperately need to broaden their
Ukrainian National Association and serves on the
cultural base.
Greater cultural sensitivity within his administra boards of the Illinois Consultation on Ethnicity in
Education and the National Center for Urban/Ethnic
tion will help the president reach his goals both here
Affairs.
and abroad. Properly understood, ethnicity could
A version of the above article was published in the
become an ally in efforts to strengthen local initiative.
It could also help the defense establishment under January 10 issue of the Chicago Sun- Times on its opedpage.
It will be printed in several ethnic publications
stand that we won't beat the Soviets with guns alone.
as well.
We need to become culturally attuned to the people of

TO THE WEEKLY CONTRIBUTORS:
We greatly appreciate the materials — feature articles, news stories, press
clippings, letters to the editor, and the like — we receive from our readers.
In order to facilitate preparation of The Ukrainian Weekly, we ask that the
guidelines listed below be followed.
9 News stories should be sent in not later than 10 days after the occurrence of a
given event.
9 Information about upcoming events must be received by noon of the Monday
before the date of The Weekly edition in which the information is to be published.
9 All materials must be typed and double spaced.

9 Newspaper and magazine clippings must be accompanied by the name of
the publication and the date of the edition.
9 Photographs submitted for publication must be black and white (or color with
good contrast). They will be returned only when so requested and accompanied
by a stamped, addressed envelope.
, 9 Correct English-language spellings of names must be provided.
9 MATERIALS MUST BE SENT DIRECTLY TO: THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY, 30
MONTGOMERY ST., JERSEY CITY, N.J. 07302.
Thank you for your interest and cooperation.
-Editor
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Daria Karanowycz, pianist
"She ran her fingers o'er the ivory keys.
And shook a prelude from them as a bird
Shakes from its throat a song."
-James B. Kenyon, "Twilight and Music."

Daria Karanowycz

Biography
Daria Karanowycz of Iryington,
N.J., has a wonderful Steinway grand
with precious ivory keys. She also has
many fans who, no doubt, would like to
know more about this pianist's story.
Here it is, albeit in concise form.
Mme. Karanowycz, born Hordynska in Kolomyia (western Ukraine),
lived in Lviv where she was a pupil of
Vasyl Barvinsky at the Lysenko Music
Institute. Later she continued her
studies in Vienna under Eduard Steuermann. Mme. Karanowycz graduated
from the Wiener Music Hochschule
(Vienna Academy of Music; in German:
Wiener Akademie fur Musik und darstellende Kunst). Her teachers there
were Dr. Paul Weingarten and partly
Emil von Sauer, the distinguished
student of Franz Liszt.
In 1933 she took part in the Second
International Competition for Voict
and Piano (Vienna) and was selected
one of the 12 finalists, winning a
diploma.
The pianist has appeared as soloist in
the halls of Vienna and concertized with

the Vienna Philharmonic Quartet. As
soloist she also performed in Lviv,
Warsaw, Salzburg (Mozarteum), Ber
lin, Prague, Вгтю– and other European
cities. Mme. Karanowycz was a steady
performer on Radio Vienna and Radio
Salzburg, also Radio Linz.
In 1952, while en route to the United
States on board HMS The Queen
Mary, she was invited to be a guest
performer. Among the distinguished
guests in the audience were the late
Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill
and U.S. Secretary of State Dean
Acheson.
Her marked talent, perseverance in
practice, coupled with the reputation of
her teachers set her on a busy career in
the United States. Soon after her arrival
she gave a markedly successful recital at
New York's Town Hall.
In 1956 a color film,"Ukrainians in
America," was released by Soluk Pro
ductions, Toronto. In this movie Mme.
Karanowycz appears as accompanist to
baritone Michael Minsky who sings
Mykola Fomenko's "Love Ukraine"
(words by Sosiura).
After the death (1963) of her cherish
ed teacher, composer/pianist Vasyl
Barvinsky, she made a memorable
eight-concert tour dedicated to his
works (New York, Newark, Philadel
phia, Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis,
Chicago and Toronto). She often re
turned to the above-named cities with
recitals and also appeared in Boston,
Washington, Grand Forks and in other
locales. In America she often performs
under the auspices of the Ukrainian
Music Institute of America Inc., of
which she has served as president. (Her
many activities as educator and member
and /or leader of Ukrainian and Ameri
can musical organizations require a
separate study.)
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Ukrainian piano music. She performs
first and foremost the works of her
teacher, Vasyl Barvinsky, but also those
of Nestor Nyzhankivsky (she Dlayed his
"Kolomyika" in F sharp minor for the
first time in North America on April 10,
1981, at Dickinson State College, North
Dakota). Other Ukrainian music she
favors i n c l u d e s c r e a t i o n s by
Stanislav Liudkevych, Mykola
Kolessa, Taras Mykysha, Yakiv
Stepovy, Lev Revutsky, Boris
Liatosbynsky, Victor Kosenko.
Mykola Fomenko, lhor Sonevytsky.
She also performs works by the late
Vladimir Groudine (Hrudyn), an emi
nent composer, who was so impressed
with Mme. Karanowycz's re-creations
that he dedicated several of his works to
her.
The Ukrainian works she has per
formed regularly and especially in those
recitals aimed at international au
diences. To save her interpretations of
the Ukrainian compositions for poste
rity, many of them have now been
committed to sound tape with the assis
tance of lhor Hapij, who acted as
recording engineer.
The critics expound
Solid technique, a wide range of
musical expression, but first of all
artistic maturity and intelligence in the
performance of various pianistic styles
- all garnered for Mme. Karanowycz
many plaudits of the public and the
critics who stated that she belongs
unquestionably to the first class of
pianists.
"Under the. close influence of the
West, D. Karanowycz has appeared as

Repertoire
Mme. Karanowycz's programs are
varied, displaying a wide array of ages
and styles: J.S. Bach, Haydn, Mozart,
D. Scarlatti, B. Scarlatti, Beethoven,
Schubert, Chopin, Liszt, Brahms,
Saint-Saens, Debussy, Scriabine,
Joseph Marx, Emil von Sauer, Josef
Suk, Paul F. Hennig and others. She is a
champion, of course, of 20th century

Mme. Karanowycz: concert pianist at
work.

one of the outstanding pupils of V.
Barvinsky — a mature pianist already
with much experience. Her only concert
in Lviv left us with the best of impres
sions... Separate and special thanks
are in order for the construction of her
program made up exclusively of
Ukrainian works" (Roman Sawycky,
Ukrayinska Muzyka, V, No. 3, 1938).
"True poetic expression coupled with
great and rare technique" (J. Marx,
WINNIPEG - "Vita: A Ukrainian , tor of schools, who traces the develop Vienna).
"In the hall it was street cold but the
Community" has been reprinted and is ment of the colony from the time the
now available in Canada and the United settlers left the villages.of Bereziv, audience was inspired by (her) internal
States. This three-book, well-illustrated Postolivka and Senkiv to the time they warmth - and this is success" (Salzpublication deals with the formation of organized a post office and named it burger Volkszeitung, December 28,
1946).
the first Ukrainian community in Mani Shevchenko.
(About the Vienna Philharmonic
toba.
The series shows how the Ukrainian
In 1896 the first group of Ukrainian people made progress and established Quartet): "We have the successful
settlers that was organized by Prof. the village of Vita. The books are used choice of a pianist whose technical
Joseph CHeskow came to Canada to in the schools of Manitoba and pro knowledge is happily united with heart
settle in Manitoba. These Ukrainian vide a careful analysis of the develop and spirit and congenially adapts her
self to the string players" (Linzer
agriculturalists selected Stuartburn and ment of the community.
named the colony Russ. In 1897, the
Volksblatt, November 29, 1950).
onetime editor of Svoboda, the Rev.
The books may be obtained at larger
"Her playing is subjective and gran
Nestor Dmytriw came to Stuartburn to bookstores or directly from the author. diose in the best virtuoso tradition"
celebrate divine liturgy on Ukrainian The set sells for S9 and may be ordered (The New York Times, May 19, 1952).
Palm Sunday.
from: Vita Books, M. Ewanchuk, pub
"Mme. Karanowycz combines an
The book set is written and published lisher, 828 Borebank St., Winnipeg, authentic musical background with an
earnest piano talent...the sonority was
by Michael Ewanchuk, a former inspec- Man., Canada R3N IG4.

History of Manitoba Ukrainians reissued

rich and sophistications plentiful"(New
York Herald Tribune, May 19, 1952).
"She is a fundamental performer of
piano music with all attributes of noble
European schooling and culture...she is
not tempted by works with effective but
rather external virtuosity. Under the
hands of Mme. Karanowycz my pre
ludes, which have not been performed,
were played at that same high artistic
level as the other classical works that
stood the test of time" (Mykola Fo
menko, Svoboda, January 18, 1961).
"Groudine`s 'Suite' was performed
with a virtuoso's dash and with dyna
mic contrasts" (Vladimir Groudine,
Svoboda, May 21, 1963).
"The interpretation of all works was
correct and artistically logical. Her
lyricism, song-like qualities, and the
soft touch was successfully applied to
the romantic part of the program, but in
Groudine's 'Suite' the pianist was able
to switch to more radical feelings and to
modern impressionistic technique,
showing therefore a wide range of
performance. She should be commend
ed for her wide championing of serious
Ukrainian works" (Zenowij Lysko,
Svoboda, May 21, 1963).
Stirs audience
Mme. Karanowycz's more recent
success was a recital on April 10,1981, at
the Dorothy Stickney Auditorium,
Dickinson State College, North Da
kota. In a review titled "Ukrainian
Pianist Stirs Audience" (Sunday Forum,
April 12) Dr. Frank Pearson noted that
Mme. Karanowycz played Beethoven
and a Chopin mazurka "which with its
nationalistic influence demonstrated
Mme. Karanowycz's most outstanding
interpretive features."
"Dr. Pearson continued: "The remain
der of the program was devoted to
pieces unknown in the standard litera
ture but which made the program most
worthwhile. All were movingly per
formed and amply demonstrated by
Daria Karanowycz's capabilities. Four
Preludes by Levko Revutsky revealed
concert compositions basically in postRomantic style which could be used
more often on programs in this country.
"Particularly interesting were the
'Miniatures' on Ukrainian folksongs by
Vasyl Barvinsky, the 'Mowers in the
Field' by lhor Sonevytsky, `Contrasts'
by Mykola Kolessa and 'Kolomyika' by
Nestor Nyzhankivsky. All of these
pieces were based on Ukrainian folk
songs, an idiom in which Mme. Kara
nowycz shows her great gifts of expres
sion.
"She closed her program with a 'Cry
for Freedom' by Boris Liatoshynsky, a
piece which was an expression of the
desire for freedom by the Ukrainians
discussed by Mme. Karanowycz at the
start of her program. This talented artist
was a real contribution to the cultural
and ethnic life of southwestern North
Dakota..."
Finale
It should be noted that Mme. Kara
nowycz was presented at Dickinson by
the Ukrainian Cultural Institute of
Dickinson State College. And a worth
while conclusion to the concert: the
college photocopied all Ukrainian
piano works performed by the pianist at
her recital for its music library. So, as
we see, Ukrainian performers and
Ukrainian music are making their mark
on the international musical scene.
I am sure the readers of The Ukrai
nian Weekly will join me in thanking
Mme. Daria Karanowycz for her nu
merous contributions to our world of
music and in wishing her all the best in
her career for years to come. \ \
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pro hockey update
by Ihor N. Stelmach

Lysiak's new lyrics: "Chicago, Chicago"
After all, mother knows best. And
Anne Lysiak years ago saw a twinkle in
her son Tom's eyes when he was playing
hockey way up there on frozen ponds in
High Prairie, Alberta.
"He was only about 12 then," recalled
Mom. There was another Ukrainian
boy on Tom's team who never could
seem to score a goal. Johnny Basarab
was his name. Well, one night, they had
a game and Tom kept passing him the
puck and passing him the puck all the
time. Just kept setting him up.
"Well, Johnny scored two goals that
night. Tommy didn't get any, but he
came home after the game all lit up and
excited. He was so happy for his team
mate, Johnny Basarab. That's the way
Tom is, though. Thoughtful and very
unselfish. A team player."
And Tom Lysiak, a team player, has
found his team. In March of 1979, when
he was. jolted from the comfort of being
the most popular, most important
member of the Atlanta Flames, such a
thought was implausible.
But make no mistake about it now.
Tom Lysiak fits the Chicago Black
Hawks like a glove. More importantly.
Mom sees a twinkle in his eyes that she
hasn't seen since Johnny Basarab had
his night to remember.
"Tom," says Mom, "is as happy as
I've ever seen him."
Tom Lysiak is a star. To understand
how a handsome, 28-year old bachelor,
making big money and with the world at
his doorstep, ever could lapse into
unhappiness, you must understand all
those hoary homilies like pride, motiva
tion and accomplishment that elevate
an athlete to that star category. Also,
you must understand what it is for a star
to trip over that doorstep.
"It was eating away at me with the
Flames the last couple of years," said
Lysiak. "Wherever I had played, includ
ing my first few seasons there, I had
always been able to do some things in
hockey that, well, maybe a lot of other
players couldn't do.
"But all of a sudden, I wasn4 doing
those things. Everything that Atlanta
had drafted mefirstfor (in 1973), all the
things that 1 was supposed to do to be
the big player for them, I wasn't doing.
"I looked around at the other young
players in the NHL. Denis Potvin,
Bryan Trottier and Mike Bossy. They
were all getting better and better, while I
was staying the same or going backward.
"I started to lose confidence. I started
to wonder where all that potential was. I
started to think that maybe I wasn't that

good anymore. Why? I don't like to
make excuses. I know I was playing
with a lot of talented guys. I know it
wasn4 them, it was me."
What Tom Lysiak though he least
needed - but, alas, what he needed
most — was the shocking news that he.
The Franchise in Atlanta, had been
dispatched to Chicago.
It was a loud deal by NHL standards.
Lysiak and four other Flames — includ
ing defenseman and fellow Ukrainian
Miles Zaharko - to the Black Hawks in
exchange for three quality Chicagoans.
The magnitude of the trade was such
that fans in both cities felt their teams
had been robbed. The shock value of the
trade was such that none of the players
wanted to move. Later, the Flames
moved to Calgary.
"On top of everything else," Lysiak
said, "like leaving all my friends down
there in a city I loved, Atlanta, there was
the thought that I was going to a team
which didnt have as much potential as
the one I was leaving.
"The last couple of years, the Black
Hawks had been kind of dead. You
know, there are a lot of teams like that.
When they came into your building, you
sort of felt like it was two points."
Lysiak saw little to change his
opinion after his first 14 games with the
Black Hawks. When he returned to
Atlanta during the summer of 1979,
over a beer with friends, he not only en
joyed fantasies about how he might come
Тиск `t^-й^Шя
ag^iftT^geneVated
them.
"Did I tell somebody I'd take a pay
cut to go back there?" he asks. "Pro
bably."
But an unhappy Lysiak rejoined the
unhappy Black Hawks in training camp
to gird for another unhappy winter. The
rest is happiness.
In 77 games with the Black Hawks
last season, he collected 26 goals, 43
assists, and became, once again, the
leading man. Nobody doubts that
without Tony Esposito in goal, the
Black Hawks are a shadow of a team.
And for sheer completeness as a hockey
player. Rich Preston is right there.
But take away Tom Lysiak from the
Black Hawks, and you deprive them of
a main artery, not merely their best
center. Give him ice and responsibility,
and he can dominate a game for you.
Not only by scoring, or by pulling
another original move out of his kit, or
by playing a tough two-way game, or by
doing the little things you don't notice,
but by doing all of the above.

Lysiak, Thomas James (Tom)
Born in High Prairie, Alta., April 22, 1953
Center; shoots left. 6'I", 195 lbs.
(Atlanta's first choice, second over-all, in 1973 amateur draft).'
Regu ar season
Club
League GP
G A PTS PIM
77
19 45 64 54
Atlanta NHL
Atlanta NHL
77
25 52 77 73
Atlanta NHL
80
31 51 82 60
Atlanta NHL
79
30 51 81 52
Atlanta NHL
80
27 42 69 54
Atlanta NHL
52
23 35 58 36
Chicago NHL
14
0 10 10 14
77
26 43 69 31
1979-80 Chicago NHL
21 55 76 ' 20
1980-81 Chicago NHL
72
NHL Totals 608 202 384 586 394

Season
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79

Playoffs
GP G A PTS PIM
4 0 2 2
0

-2 -0 -0 0-

-2

3
2

8
2

1 3 4
1 0 1

- - - -

4 0 0 0
7 4 4 8
3 0 3 3
25 6 12 18

-

2
0
0
14

Traded to Chicago by Atlanta with Harold Phillipoff, Pat Ribble, Greg Fox and
Miles Zaharko for Ivan Boldirev, Phil Russell and Darcy Rota on March 13,1979.

" ^
u - ^ ^ \

It is different now. He is consistent. In
Atlanta those last couple of years, he
would score maybe three or four points
one night, then come up dry the next
three or four nights. There was no ^
continuity, the first sign that a quality
player has become stagnant.
"The change of scenery did him
good," said his Mom.
"The change of scenery did me good,"
said Tom. "I really like it in Chicago.
Besides the confidence 1 was starting to
lose in Atlanta, there was a lot of
pressure on me. They made me captain,
which I didn't want to be, and they kept
telling me I was the franchise, which I
didn't want to hear. They expected me
to do everything, from collecting money
from the players for the Christmas party
to selling season tickets.
"Toward the end, the coach there
(Fred Creighton) and I didn't see eye to
eye, and there were always doubts about
the stability of the franchise. That's one
thing you have in Chicago. There we
never knew; here we do. There were
rumors the club was going to fold or go
to Houston. Finally, the franchise went
to Calgary.
"A few years ago, to keep the fran
chise going in Atlanta,.the players
donated a certain percentage of their
salaries to buy season tickets. Every
year at training camp, the only thing
that seemed to matter was how many
fans we'd get into the rink.
"Atlanta is very football oriented,
and a lot of the fans who came to hockey
games didn't appreciate good hockey.
That's understandable, though, because
it was a new area and a new game. I still
love the place, and still go down there a
lot during the summer.
"I'm glad I went there when the
franchise was new. Boom Boom Geoffrion was coach in my first year (1973),
and he let me do everything. I worked a
regular shift, I got to kill penalties and
play the power play. He gave me an
insight into what this game is all about."
Oddly, Lysiak did not feel that acute
pressure when he came to the Black
Hawks — even though he had been
traded for some local favorities and
even though he failed to score a goal
during his first month with Chicago.
"I think I know why the fans didn't
boo me," he said. "They felt sorry for
me."
No more. Lysiak is a visible, popular
athlete in the Windy City. He resides in
the city at a lakeshore condo, makes no
secret of the fact that he enjoys the

town's social life, and remains some
what of a heartthrob.
As a youth, Tom was thinking about
becoming a game warden, of all things,
because he loved the outdoors.
"That's where I'd probably be if it
wasn't for hockey," he said. "1 grew up
in High Prairie, a farming community
of about 3,000 that's a couple of hun
dred miles from Edmonton. 1 learned to
milk cows and the whole bit, but that's
how I made my spending money.
"I got into hockey just like everybody
else up there. When it got cold in the
winter, they flooded the elementary
school playgrounds, and we went out
and skated; As a kid, I never gave any
thoughts to the NHL. Remember, there
wasn't any WHA then and the closest
NHL franchise was more than a thou
sand miles away.
"It wasn't until I was about 13 that I
became a rink-rat and serious about
hockey. When we went out of town for
games, it was usually a long haul from 25 up to 180 miles. Somehow,
another kid and I got the attention from
the scouts of the Edmonton Oil Kings
(Western Canada Hockey League), and
they sent us an invitation to go to their
juniorhockey training camp. Then I got
traded to Medicine Hat, where I played
junior. And then..."
Then, he became a blue-chip Ukrai
nian NHL player. Now he is the man the
other guys have to stop to beat the
Chicago Black Hawks. And always,
Lysiak puts things into perspective.
"I love winning," he says. "But I also
love just playing this- game."

NHL Ukrainian player
of the week
MIKE BOSSY
New York Islanders
In only three games this week Bossy
tallied four goals, assisted oil four
others, thus totalling eight points in
becoming our first star to be honored
twice this season.
Runner-up: The recent winning ways
of the St. Louis Blues have been keyed
by center Bernie Federko's scoring;
this week, in four games, Bernie notch
ed three goals and two assists.
Coming next week: latest up-to-theminute scoring slats, transactions, more
Mike Bossyisms, a listing of Ukrainians
currently playing in the minor leagues
and more...

Attention, students!
Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also
be glad to print timely news stories about events that have already
taken place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will
also be accepted. MAKE YOURSELF HEARD.

The UNA:
I
more than
I
an insurance company
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perazak Smindak
That alphabetical roundup I started
back on December 20 keeps rolling
along, seemingly endless. So, to clear
the decks (and my desk), here's the
works, from О to Z.
a Dr. Juliana Osinchuk will perform
in Toronto's Ukrainian Independence
Day concert, to be held in Massey Hall
on January 24. During her stay in
Ontario's capital city, Dr. Osinchuk will
give a lecture on Mykola Lysenko. For
a change of pace from the keyboard, the
Juilliard graduate conducted the Andrey Sheptytsky Choir of St. George's
Ukrainian Catholic Church in New
York for the noon-hour divine liturgy
on December 19. It was the second time
she has substituted for the choir direc
tor, Met Opera bass-baritone Andrij
Dobriansky.
a Paul Plishka, making his debut at
the Met this season, "sang the role of
Count Waiter in Verdi's "Luisa Miller"
last Monday. New York Times' critic
Donal Henahan found some fault with
Mr. Plishka's characterization of the
role but praised him for "his usual deep
and rich bass sounds."
a A conference dedicated to Ukrai
nian folklorist and musicologist Dmytro
Revutaky on the 100th anniversary of
his birth and the 40th anniversary of his
assassination was held in November by
the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and
Sciences. Prof. Vasyl Zavitnevych and
Vadym Pavlovsky spoke of their asso
ciation, with Revutsky, and Valerian
Revutsky recalled interesting
episodes from his father's life, noting
that in the 1920s his father initiated the
translation of the texts of vocal music
into Ukrainian. Conference partici
pants gained further insight into the life
and work of Dmytro Mykolayevich
Revutsky from a paper prepared by
musicologist Dr. Wasyl Wytwycky.
Hryhory Kostiuk directed the program,
which ended with a brief recital of
ancient dumas by bandurist Julian
Kytasty.
" A lively member of the cast of
"Camelot," the Lerner-Leowe musical
which has just completed a seven-week
run at the Winter Garden Theatre on
Broadway, was Mariellen Sereduke.
The daughter of John Sereduke of
Wilmington, Del., and the late Lou
Anne Sereduke, an actress. Miss Sere
duke confided that the name Sereduke
is an Americanized version of "Syrotiuk." Miss Sereduke was one of the
ladies of the court in the highly
popular musical, which opened in
Toronto in June 1980 with Richard
Burton in the starring role, playing at the
New York State Theatre for eight weeks
and then went on a cross-country tour.
Richard Harris.took over when Burton
left the cast because of illness.
a H.O. Prydatkevytch, the author of
the article "Koliady and Shchedrivky"
which.appeared in the January 3 issue of
The Weekly, is Hannah PrydatkevytchKuchar, the daughter of the late Roman
Prydatkevytch. A prominent violinist
and composer, Mr. Prydatkevytch was
active as a musician and teacher from
the time of his arrival in the United
States in 1924 until his death in 1980.
Mrs. Kuchar, a former New York
resident and high-school teacher, lives
in Cleveland with her husband Theo
dore and two sons.
a Mimi Sheraton, food and restau
rant critic of The New York Times, has
included several Ukrainian recipes in
her revised and expanded edition of
"Visibns-'of Sugarplums," a cookbook
of cakes, cookies, candies and. confec-

A scene from the ballet "Souvenir de Florence," choreographed by John Taras.
tions from all the countries that cele
brate Christmas. Among the delectable
holiday desserts described in the easyto-read volume are Ukrainian Christ
mas Eve doughnuts (pampushky),
kutia, prune and walnut dumplings
(vareniki), honey cake (medivnyk),
braided bread (kolach) and poppy seed
horseshoe (makivnyk). In her introduc
tion to the book, titled "The Six Weeks
of Christmas" (from Advent to Twelfth
Night), Ms. Sheraton points out that in
Poland and Ukraine "whole-wheat
porridge is set out to placate Father
Frost and keep him from destroying
crops, while additional porridge is left
on the table to feed the spirit of departed
relatives, should they return on that
evening." Although I have not tested the
recipes, a quick perusal of the ingre
dients and directions reveals that the
Ukrainian desserts have been well
researched and presented. However,
Ms. Sheraton failed to mention an
important fact: most Ukrainians and
people of several other countries cele
brate Christmas on January 7 and their
holiday celebrations end on January 19.
Another oversight, albeit a minor one,
is that poppy seeds can be bought in
Ukrainian shops as well as in Hun
garian stores.
a Preparing to take his show on tour,
actor William Shust gave two final
performances of the one-man play
"Chekhov on the Lawn"in mid-Decem
ber. The play, which received rave
notices during its run at Theatre East
last fall, was presented at the Jan Hus
Theatre on East 74th Street. A group of
members and friends of the Ukrainian
Institute of America took in the play
during a special "Night at the Theatre"
on December 18. Mr. Shust (minus the
beard and makeup he wears on stage)
was on hand at the institute after the
play to meet guests and sign autographs.
An interesting set of coincidences
related to me by Mr. Shust: The frock
coat from the Shust family wardrobe
which he wears in the Chekhov play
carries a January 16 label, accidentally
discovered by a tailor to whom the
garment Was' recently taken for repairs.
Chekhov was born on January 16, I860.

And Mr. Shust`s own birthday falls on
January 14.
a My apologies to basso Leonid
Skirko, who was described as a "come
dian" in my story on the Ukrainian
Canadian Opera Company's perfor
mance at Carnegie Hall in the Novem
ber 22 Weekly ("Ukrainian Opera in
Concert" attracts 2,000). Mr. Skirko
probably has a great sense of humor,
but I'm not sure that he can be called a
comedian. A typographical error
switched a few letters, changing Cana
dian to comedian.
a Motria Slupchynskyj, a scholarship
student with the Harkness Ballet Com
pany, will travel to Taipei, Formosa, in
February as part of a six-member group
headed by Christopher Aponte. The
American dancers will give presenta
tions in two cities during their 10-day
stay, since the national government
there is interested in founding a ballet
school and wants some understanding
of ballet work.
a The current New York City Ballet
season, running through February 21 at
the New York State Theatre in Lincoln
Center, includes "The Goldberg Varia
tions," which displays the talents of
ballerina Roma Sosenko. The slight
and petite 20-year-old from Yonkers,
N.Y., became a member of the City
Ballet's corps de ballet in October 1978,
and was one of three dancers selected by
dance critic Anna Kisselgoff for The
New York Times' 1979 Guide to fresh
talent in town. In addition to her work
in' "The Goldberg Variations," Miss
Sosenko has important roles in "Eight
Easy Pieces" and "The Four Seasons,"
a The Ukrainian representative to the
committee which planned the recent
Slavic Heritage Festival was John
Samilenko, administrative director of
the Ukrainian Institute of America.
Bass-baritone Andrij Dobriansky and
pianist Thomas Hrynkiw presented
music by Bortniansky and Lysenko
during the opening-night concert at the
institute on November 9. An evening of
Slavic poetry on November. 14, opened
by Dr. Ostap Tarnawsky and emceed by
Dr. Lubomyr Rudnytsky, included
readings of Ukrainian poems by

Laryssa Kukrycka Lysniak (in English)
and Olha Kirichenko Shuhan(in Ukrai
nian). A weeklong exhibit of work by
Slavic painters spotlighted work by
Ukrainian artists Bohdan Borzemsky,
Slava Gerulak, Alexis Gritchenko,
Edward Kozak, Halyna Mazeppa,
Petro Mehyk and Mykhailo Moroz.
a The Dance Theater of Harlem,
which opened a five-week season last
Tuesday at the City Center, wound up
its first evening with an instant hit —
"The Firebird" by John Taras, reported
Anna Kisselgoff in the January 13 New
York Times. Miss Kisselgoff wrote that
the world premiere of Mr. Taras's
ballet, a new version of Stravinsky's
once startling ballet for Serge Diaghilev's company in 1910, sent its audience
"into a whooping spell of delirium." Mr.
Taras, a balletmaster with the New
York City Ballet, used the 1945 suite
Stravinsky made for his ballet score.
This is the second coup for Mr. Taras in
less than a year. Last May, critics were
delighted with his ballet for the Tchai
kovsky Gala, a work titled "Souvenir de
Florence" that encompasses whirlwinds
of dancing, dramatic notes and lovely
passages.
a Arka Records Company recently
released thefirstalbum of tenor Eugene
Tytla, a collection of songs by 19th and
20th-century composers — Hnatyshyn,
Lopatynsky, Nyzhankivsky, Lysenko,
Sichynsky and Stepovy. Mr. Tytla,
though not a professional singer, has a
naturally good, clear voice and ex
presses much feeling and heart in his
singing. Especially effective is Hnatyshyn's "Ave Maria." Capable accom
paniment is provided by pianist Euge
nia Palij and violinist Semen Ronjkin.
The album, with a cover designed by
Bohdan Tytla, was recorded at Electro
nic Productions by Mark Sydorak.
a Some 500 guests attending a ban
quet to benefit St. George's Ukrainian
School and Academy, held in the school
auditorium on December 6, were enter
tained by the Promin Ensemble directed
by Bohdanna Wolansky, pianist Marta
Machay, and St. George's dance en
sembles augmented by members of the
(Continued on page 12)
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Metro area students
donate and decorate
UIA Christmas tree
by Adriana Rohowsky
NEW YORK - A tall and barren pine tree stood in
the lobby of the Ukrainian Institute of America on
December 19. Its top peaked to the second floor, and
its lowermost branches spread across the marble
lobby. It looked lonely, as if waiting for the smallest bit
of tinsel or garland to decorate its empty branches. It
didn't have to wait long.
A few students trickled into the institute after noon,
and quickly and quietly took to decorating the tree
that they had brought to the institute the night before.
The students, from an assortment of colleges in the
Metropolitan area - NYU, Columbia, St. John's,
New York Tech, as well as from Rutgers-New
Brunswick,, Rutgers-Newark, Queens College, Cooper
Union, Fdrdham University and Hunter College worked with a fervor seldom seen.
Tiny white lights - 700 minuscule stars - soon
twinkled on the 13-foot tree. Decorations followed —
hand-painted glass ornaments with a Ukrainian motif,
hand-made Ukrainian dolls and golden beetles with
beaded legs made by the NYU students.
Other students took to decorating the rest of the
institute. Live garland, complete with big red
bows, went up on the banister. Wreaths went up on the
doors, and the fireplaces were trimmed with live
garland.
By this time there were students throughout the
institute; about 70 ctudents took part in the decorating
party sponsored by the NYU Ukrainian Students'
Association. Laughter filled the large rooms of the
institute. Christmas carols were sung spontaneously,
and a feeling of joy and-comradery filled the air.
The tree was beautiful. It no longer looked barren,
and its sparkling beauty filled the lobby with a warm
glow. As the students began trickling out,ofjthe
institute; their tree remained shinin'gMn the lobby as a
reminder of their presence.

Soch'ynsky

Students take a break from Christmas-tree decorating at the Ukrainian Institute of America on December 19
to pose for a group snapshot.

"no business intervening in family
life," and that the Polovchak affair
should have remained a purely do
(Continued from page 4)
backed the issuance of a departure- mestic matter.
control order to prevent anyone from
"By continuing to defend Walter
spiritiag Walter out of the country
Polovchak," the Times said, "the
against his wishes.
Reagan
administration appears more
"A quirk of judicial interpretation
has put the future of Walter Polov- interested in shallow chauvinism"
than in family values.
chak into question and his life into
some real degree of danger," Rep.
Although Walter, on the advice of
Florio said. "Despite his relative his atiorneys, has not commented
youth, he clearly knows his own publicly on the Illinois Court's ruling,
mind. He must not be denied his his feelings about remaining in the
freedom."
United States have been made clear.

Court rules...

He has requested to be adopted by an
Newspaper editorial responses to aunt and uncle who live in Califor
the Appellate Court's decision were nia, a case that is still pending in a
mixed. The Chicago Tribune likened Cook County Circuit Court.
the court's decision to the wisdom of
Solomon who, it is said, once ordered
But his sentiments were made
a baby to be torn in two to settle a known in another way. While re
Biblical custody dispute.
porters crowded into Mr. Kulas's
office after the ruling, Walter sat
Noting that the Soviet Union is quietly on a chair. He didn't have to
"famed more for the savagery of its speak. A reporter from the Chicago
vengeance than for the quality of its Tribune noticed that under his whitejustice," the paper said that it is and-blue forka, Walter was wearing
improbable that Walter will be forced a messaged T-shirt. Smiling, the boy
to return to the USSR.
opened his jacket. The black letters
on the pale blue T-shirt read: "I'm
"As the case makes its leisurely happy to be in America."
progress through the calendar and
Whether he can stay in America or
courts, Walter Polovchak the depen
dant minor will move steadily closer is repatriated to the Soviet Union
to the birthday that will make him remains to be seen, as the long and
Walter Polovchak the free adult,"the convoluted legal battle, which has
even managed to affect U.S.-Soviet
paper said.
The New York Times, on the other relations and has pitted state courts
hand, took a different view of the against federal jurisdiction, conti
case, praising the court's decision nues to drag on. It may be several
years before Walter Polovchak will
and the ACLU.
he can
In a January 6 editorial, the paper finally know which country
:
said that 'government officials' had trulycall his owtV.'` ' '-` '' ' `'

Syracuse student hromada
plans dance for studies' fund
SYRACUSE, N.Y. - T h e Ukrainian
Student Hromada of Luke Myshuha at
Syracuse University is holding a dance
with the aim of supporting the Ukrai
nian studies program at this university.
Ukrainian studies at Syracuse Uni
versity have been under the continuous
direction of Dr. Jacob Hursky since
1959, and now include courses from the
elementary through the graduate levels
in the Ukrainian language and litera
ture. In order to insure the further
development of Ukrainian studies and
to maintain their high academic stand
ing, financial support is needed. Thus,
revenues from the dance will be ear
marked for this purpose.
The dance will be held February 6 in

the new parish hall of St. Luke's Ukrai
nian Orthodox Church (3290 Warners
Road, Warners, N.Y.) starting at 9 p.m.
Featured will be the Iskra band from
New York City.
The Ukrainian students at Syracuse
University have invited students and all
Ukrainians of Syracuse and surround
ing areas to attend and help support
Ukrainian studies at Syracuse Univer
sity.
Syracuse students will try to accom
modate out-of-town guests. For further
information please write to the club
president, Marko Gudziak, 118 HighRidge Drive, Syracuse, N.Y. 13215 or
call (315)478-7410.

Police search for missing Ukrainian woman
NEW YORK - The following article
a p p e a r e d in the January 13 issue of
The New York Post.
Police ore searching for a 60-yearold woman who mysteriously disap
peared from her Lower East Side home
on Friday, January 8.
Vora Sushkiw walked out of her 317
E. Sixth St. apartment a n d hasn't been
teen since.
Her bafflevJ family is o f f e r i n g a
S2,5O0 reward.

Mrs. Sushkiw was last seen wearing a
beige mink hat, beige down coat and
black boots as well as a wedding band
and a diamond ring.
She speaks with a thick Ukrainian
accent and has blue eyes, gray hair
and a fair complexion. She is 5-foot-6
and weighs 150 pounds.
Anyone who may have seen M r i .
Sushkiw is asked to contact police at
(212) 374-6913.

Share a good thing
-pass The Weekly on to a friend
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Ukrainian tenor to perform
at inauguration of NJ. governor
NORTH WILDWOOD, N J - in Princeton with a B.A. in music
When Republican Thomas Kean is education. While there, he was an
sworn in as New Jersey governor on. active member of the famed West
Tuesday, January 19, local resident minster touring choir.
"John Gutman, of the Metropoli
Roman Osadchuk will be there. In
fact, the 36-year-old president of tan Opera, was my mentor," Mr.
Osadchuk
recently told a local news
Tolz Inc., a realty company, will be
paper.
among the performers.
"It was interesting how I got
It all began several months ago at a
Republican fund-raising dinner there," he added. "When I graduated
during which Mr. Osadchuk's beauti from Curtis I brought home a paper
ful tenor voice made people take on the Metropolitan Opera audi
notice. Among those in attendance tions. My wife, for a lark, sent it in,"
was Mr. Kean himself, who was so he said. "She's my greatest admirer.
` "The next thing I knew, I had won
impressed by Mr. Osadchuk's perfor
mance that he invited him to sing a.t the regional audition."
The tenor toured with the com
the inauguration should he get elect
pany for years before an orchestra
ed.
strike brought things to a halt.
Mr. Kean said at the time: "I made
The strike, coupled with the fact
it a point not to make any commit that the family was growing — Mr.
ments to anyone before the election, Osadchuk and his wife, Slawa, have
but there is a commitment I will four children — forced him to post
make now. If Roman will do me the pone a very promising career. It was
honor, I'd like to have him sing at the then he decided to go into real estate
to provide a steady income for his
inauguration."
Well, Mr. Kean managed to squeak family.
by Democrat James Florio in No
Among the lyric tenor's operatic
vember in one of New Jersey's closest roles are Rudolfo in "La Boheme,"
elections`ever, and the rest, as they Rinuccio in "Gianni Schicci," the
Duke in "Rigoletto," Don Ottavio in
say, is his'tory.
But more than just chance was "Don Giovanni," Luigi in "II Tainvolved in Mr. Osadchuk's election. barro" and Bastien in Mozart's
He is more than a weekend singer "Basticn and Bastienni."
who happened to be at the right place
Mr. Osadchuk also had the dis
at the right time. He has quite an tinction of singing in the UNAextensive and impressive back sponsored American premiere of the
ground in music.
opera "The Witch" by Paul Ouglitzky at Carnegie Hall.
Mr. Osadchuk has performed at
Although Mr. Osadchuk is no
Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center in
New York, the Academy of Music longer touring with an opera com
and the Lyric Opera Company in pany, about three years ago, he and
Philadelphia and countless other several other musically inclined
places. He was associated with the people formed the Opera Company
Metropolitan Opera studio for four of South Jersey.
The Osadchuks'children, Roman,
years, performing major roles across
the country. He also sang for Presi 16, Tanya, 13, Taras, 12, and even 2уеаг-old Natalka, are all musically
dent Gerald Ford.
A graduate of the Curtis Institute talented.
No doubt they will all be on hand
of Music in Philadelphia, Mr. Osad
chuk studied voice under the direc on Tuesday when their father per
tion of Euphemia G. Gregory, and forms in Trenton before a governor
opera under the stage direction of who has, thus far, kept an early
Martial Singher. He is also a gra campaign promise — to have Roman
duate of Westminster Choir College Osadchuk sing at his inauguration.
Institute of America in its drive to serve
as the "Window to the World" for
Ukrainian culture (lectures, films,
SUM-A Verkhovyntsi Ukrainian Dan musicales, concerts) was a forum on
cers, directed by Daria Genza. Miss contemporary Ukrainian church art
Machay coordinated the entertainment and architecture in the diaspora. Based
program, and Bohdan Kekish was on the series of articles on church
architecture which appeared in The
master of ceremonies for the event.
о Expanding into new Fields. The Weekly, the forum was led off by artist
Ukrainian Museum offered embroidery Marco Zubar of Philadelphia, who gave
and woodcarving workshops from a slide presentation of his work in
October 17 to December 19. Thirty church art and architecture as well as
students, in Saturday sessions at the current trends in European church
headquarters of the Ukrainian National architecture. Formerly chief designer
Women's League of America, embroi for Harold E. Wagoner Architects,
dered shirts with traditional Ukrainian America's largest church architectural
stitiches and patterns under the direc firm, Mr. Zubar now has a studio in
tion of Lubov Wolynetz. A wood- Philadelphia and concentrates his
carving workshop with over 20 students talents on ecclesiastical art, particularly
met for weekly classes with instructors ceramic icons.
о Montreal-based architect Radoslav
Roman Koscnko and Ivan Symczyk,
apprentices of sculptor-woodcarver Zuk had a good excuse for coming all
Mychajlo Czereszniowskyj. Special the way from Montreal to New York to
Christmas workshops enabled regist attend the Ukrainian Canadian Qpera
rants to transform walnut shells, Company's concert at Carnegie Hall
colored beads, straws and other supplies back in November. He combined the
into traditional ornaments for a Ukrai trip with a stop at the Renssaelaer
nian уа!упка.
Ї- Polytechnic Institute's School of Archi
SM AKH ntg the diverse events presented - tecture in Troy, N.Y., where he was
in recent months by the Ukrainian scheduled to review a student project.

Panorama..

(Continued from page 10)
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Patriarchnames Shary canon
CHICAGO - Patriarch Josyf Slipyj
recently bestowed the title of canon on
the Rev. Joseph Shary, founder of St.
Joseph's Ukrainian Catholic Parish and
its pastor for the past 25 years.
Ceremonies elevating the pastor to
the.rank of canon were held Sunday,
November 15„ 1981, during the parish's
silver jubilee celebration. Officiating
was Bishop Innocent Lotocky of the St.
Nicholas Eparchy of Chicago.
Patriarch Josyf`s decree bestowing
the title upon Father Shary was read in
Ukrainian by Msgr. Jaroslav Swyschuk
and in English by the Rev. Leonard
Korchinsky.
In his pastoral letter, the head of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church focused on
the contributions of Father Shary as a
pastor and spiritual leader.
That evening at the parish's jubilee
banquet, the Rev. Canon Shary ex
pressed his thanks to Patriarch Josyf
and Bishop Lotocky. He noted that the
credit for his successes in pastoral work
should go to the parishioner' whom he

Police association...
(Continued from page 4)

communities throughout the country.
During last fall's St. Joseph's Ukrai
nian Catholic festival, members of the
fledgling organization, wearing yellow
blazers bearing a security designation,
helped promote an orderly and success
ful affair. Chicago attorney Roderick
Mollison commended the actions of the
group in a letter to The Weekly, noting
that security at the festival was "handled
quietly and professionally."
The symbol of the national organiza
tion is a five-pointed yellow star embla
zoned on a deep blue trident, the

Rumanians arrest...
(Continued from page 2)

that the photographer's statement was
signed under duress, reported East/ West
News. After signing the document, the
photographer was released.
Mr. Teodosiu has been the subject of
police harassment and persecution since
October, when he was fined twice and
held for questioning three times under
suspicion of passing information abroad.
A fine receipt from the final week of
October says that Mr. Teodosiu was an
agent employed by Radio Free Europe
and Christian Solidarity'of Zurich.
Although he has acknowledged being
interviewed by Radio Free Europe and
other Western media, Mr. Teodosiu has
staunchly denied that he has ever
worked for a foreign broadcast agency
or oreani7ation.

Philadelphia
(Continued from page 5)

of over SI50,000 of insurance.
The following secretaries presented
new applications for UNA membership:
Daria Capar (Branch 347), nine; John
Knyhnytsky (Branch 430), eight; Mr.
Tarnawsky (Branch 375) and Mykhailo
Kryka (Branch 237), four each; Bohdan
Odezvnskyj (Branch 216) and Anna
Yaremko (Branch 154), three each;
Andriy Kushnir (Branch 83), Mykola
Pryshlak (Branch 45), Ivan Skira
(Branch 153), Mykhailo Nych (Branch
397), two each; Mykhailo Novak
(Branch 156), Dmytro Fedoriychuk
(Branch 162), Mykhailo Martynenko
(Branch 245), Michael Meyer (Branch
247), Emil Barylka (Branch 268), My
khailo Lutsiv (Branch 339), FedirPetryk
(Branch 362) and ltateryna Pancheshin
(Branch 378). one each. Supreme Ad

The Rev. Canon Joseph Shary
served and to the Ukrainian people as a
whole.
Father Shary, during whose pasto
rate the new St. Joseph's Church de
signed by Zenon Mazurkevich was
built, is being transferred to another
parish.
emblem of the Ukrainian nation. A
circle inside the star bears a picture of
the American eagle, symbol of this
country.
Mr. Dudycz explained that member
ships are open to all Ukrainian police
officers in North America, adding that
those within the Ukrainian community
who have relatives or friends in law
enforcement should encourage them to
join. Associate memberships for nonpolice members are also available.
For membership information or
other correspondence, those interested
should write the Ukrainian American
Police Association, P.O. Box 7345,
Chicago, III. 60680.
If convicted of espionage, Mr. Teo
dosiu faces a possible 10- to 15-year
sentence. Dissident sources here have
warned that a speedy and closed trial rs
expected.
Mr. Teodosiu was last heard from on
December 16 when he telephoned his
wife from the police station. After a
brief conversation, the telephone line
was cut off.
East/West News also reported that
the religious activist's wife, who has had
to endure the steady harassment and
interrogations of her husband, had a
miscarriage on December 15, and lost
what would have been the couple's first
child.
Rumanian dissidents in the Unit:d
States have called for protests to be sent
to the Rumanian Embassy, as well as
government leaders in Bucharest and
Cluj, according to East/ West News.
visor John Odezynskyj also enrolled
three new members.
The ensuing discussion session
covered topics such as the planned
merger of the UNA and Ukrainian
Fraternal Association, contacts with
young Ukrainians, late delivery of
Svoboda, organizing matters, new
classes of insurance, and the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America.
Mr. Hawrysz later reported on the
1981 membership campaign, noting
that the district's quota was 420 new
members. Since 336 members had
already been enrolled, the district had to
organize 84 new members by the end of
December, he said.
The meeting was adjourned by Mr.
Tarnawsky, who invited all to partake
of refreshments prepared by the district
officers and Mmes. Capar, Pancheshin
and Anna Tarnawsky.
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Preview of events
UKRAINIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY
Sunday, January 17
WHIPPANY,NJ.rThe local UCCA
branch will hold a program in obser
vance of Ukrainian Independence
Day at 4 p.m. at St. John's Ukrainian
Catholic Church hall. Speakers will
be Vasyl Pasichniak and Nadia
Svitlychna. The Homin bandurist
ensemble under the direction of V.
Yurkevych and students of the local
School of Ukrainian Studies will also
appear.
Monday, January 18
PERTH AMBOY, N.J.: The Ukrai
nian Independence Day Proclama
tion will be signed at the City Hall
council chambers at 8 p.m. A cultural
program will also be featured.

commemoration of Ukrainian Inde
pendence Day will be held here at
Girls' High School, Broad and Olney
streets, at 3:30 p.m. under, the spon
sorship of the local UCCA branch.
The program will feature a keynote
address by Dr. Yuriy Starosolsky,
recitation by Natalka Kovalyshyn
and the Prometheus Men's Chorus
under the direction of Michael Dlaboha.
PITTSBURGH: The Self-Reliance
Association is holding a Ukrainian
Independence Day concert at the
Ukrainian Orthodox hall here on
18th Street at 4 p.m. Featured will be
the Poltava Dancers directed by
Luba Hlutkowsky, the Kalyna Choir
directed by Irene Vladicheck and
students of the local School of
Ukrainian Studies.

Tuesday, January 19
MAPLEWOOD, N.J.: Mayor Ro
bert Grasmere will read the Ukrai
nian Independence Day Proclama
tion at the Maplewood Town Hall at
8:30 p.m.
Thursday, January 21
TRENTON, N J . : Newly inaugu
rated Gov. Thomas Kean will sign
the Ukrainian Independence Day
Proclamation at 11:30 a.m. at the
State House. Resolutions comme
morating the historic date will be
sponsored in both the N.J. State
Senate and Assembly and offered for
passage by the legislature in the
afternoon.
Friday, January 22
PERTH AMBOY, N.J.: Flag-raising
ceremonies will take place at Perth
Amboy's City Hall Park at 9 a.m.
NEWARK, N.J.: St. John's Ukrai
nian Catholic School will commemo
rate Ukrainian Independence Day
with the raising of the Ukrainian and
U.S. flags at 8:45 a.m., a divine
liturgy at 9 a.m., and a ceremony
immediately afterwards. The Very
Rev. Michael Kuchmiak, pastor, will
officiate. Following the ceremony,
school children will receive their
report cards and will be dismissed
for the balance of the day.
I
Ceremonies in observance of Ukrainian Independence Day will take
place in Newark City Hall at 11 a.m.
MAPLEWOOD, N.J.: Mayor Ro
bert Grasmere will read a resolution
marking the 64th anniversary of the
re-establishment of an independent
Ukrainian state during a brief cere
mony followed by the raising of the
Ukrainian and U.S. flags at the Town
Hall. The resolution will be forward
ed by the mayor to President Ronald
Reagan.
IRVINGTON, NJ.: Ukrainian In
dependence Day ceremonies will be
held at the Town Hall at 3:30 p.m.
Sunday, January 24
PHILADELPHIA: A concert in

WARREN, Mich.: A Ukrainian
Independence Day program will be
held at 3:30 p.m. at Fitzgerald High
School auditorium, 23200 Ryan
Road (9 Mile) here, under the spon
sorship of the Detroit UCCA branch.
Keynote speakers will be John O.
Flis, UNA supreme president, and
Dr. Yaroslav Berezovsky. The Taras
Shevchenko Bandurist Capella under
the direction of Hryhory Kytasty will
perform.
NEW YORK: A concert in comme
moration of Ukrainian Indepen
dence Day will be held under the
auspices of the United Ukrainian
American Organizations of Metro
politan New York at Washington
Irving High School, 17th Street and
Washington Irving Place, at 2:30
p.m. World Congress of Free Ukrai
nians President Ivan Bazarko will be
the keynote speaker. The program
will also feature the Dumka Chorus
under the direction of Semen Komirny, bass-baritone Mykola Fabryka and recitation by Marta Zielyk.
George Wolynetz will read the Ukrai
nian Independence Day Proclama
tion. Tickets for the concert,at S5 and
S4,are available at the Eko, Surma
and Arka shops and at the door.
At noon special services will be
held at St. George Ukrainian Catho
lic Church.

Saturday; January 23
RICHMOND, Va.: UNA Branch 34,
the Brotherhood of St. John the
Baptist, will hold a traditional "malanka," or Ukrainian New Year's Eve
dance, at the Best Western Inn, Exit
17 at Routes 95 and 301. Cocktail
hour is at 7 p.m.;.buffet dinner at 8
p.m.; dance at 9 p.m. Music will be
provided by Nick Hubb's Interna
tional Band from Minersville, Pa.
Featured during the dance will be a
half-hour Ukrainian folk dance
exhibition. Tickets are S15. For
information call Lev at (804) 2323381.

EDUCATIONAL
LOANS
A fraternal service
to UNA members

Saturday, January 30
PHILADELPHIA: The Philadel
phia branch of the Ukrainian Engi
neers' Society will hold its annual
debutante ball at the Philadelphia
Centre Hotel (formerly the Sheraton
Hotel), 1725 J.F. Kennedy Blvd.
Cocktail hour is at 6 p.m.; banquet at
7 p.m.; ball at 9 p.m. Music will be
provided by the Chervona Kalyna
orchestra. For information call: Dr.
Larysa Zaika at (215) 455-0749, or
write to her at 5023 N. Rosehill St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19120.

The loan will bear a
modest interest rate
of 396 a year only on
loans made. Interest
will accumulate
during the period of
schooling and be paid
during repayment
period.

Saturday, February 6
SYRACUSE, N.Y.: The Ukrainian
Students Club at Syracuse Univer
sity will hold a dance at the new
parish hall of St. Luke's Ukrainian
Orthodox Church (3290 Warners
Road, Warners, N.Y.). Dance starts
at 9 p.m. featuring the Iskra
band. Proceeds are earmarked
for the support of the Ukrainian
studies program at Syracuse Univer
sity.
NEW YORK: The annual Ukrainian
Engineers' and Physicians' Ball,
featuring the presentation of debu
tantes, will be held at the Hotel
Pierre, Fifth Avenue and 61st Street.
Cocktail hour is at 7:30 p.m.; the
banquet and ball begin at 9 p.m. The
Tempo orchestra will provide music.
^For information contact: Mr. Y.
Sichynsky, 100 Cedar St., Dobbs
Ferry, N.Y. 10522, (914) 693-4802; or
Dr. R. Kysilevsky, 625 E. Passaic
Ave., Bloomfield, N.J. 07003, (201)
338-8406.

Sunday, January 17

Saturday, February 13

NEW YORK: A concert of "kolradky" and "shchedrivky" will be
held here at the Holy Trinity Ukrai
nian Autocephalous Orthodox Ca
thedral, 3S9 Broome St., immediately
following the divine liturgy. Per
forming will be the Cathedral Choir
under the direction of Valia ZhylaNalyvaiko. Refreshments will be
served in the church hall after the
concert.

NEW YORK: The SUM-A debu
tante ball will be held at the New
York Statler Hilton Hotel, Seventh
Avenue and 33rd Street, beginning at
8:30 p.m. Music will be by the Tempo
orchestra. For information contact
local SUM-A branches or the SUMA national headquarters at (212) 4773084.

IRVINGTON, NJ.: The Chornoraorska Sitch Ukrainian sports dub
will hold its annual sports ball at the
Ukrainian National Home beginning
at 9 p.m. The Iskra band will pro
vide music. For reservations call the
Dnipro shop at (201) 373-8783.
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Saturday, February 27
NEW YORK: The annual Chervona
Kalyna debutante ball will take place
at the Roosevelt Hotel, Madison
Avenue at 45th Street and will fea
ture the musk of two orchestras. For
information contact: Iwanna Hankewych, 95 Beverly Road, Yonkers,
N.Y. 10710; (914) GR6-9227.

As of November 1, children up
to4V4 years of age who enroll for
515,000 of insurance will be
guaranteed a (5,000 educa
tional loan. Should they enroll
for 125,000 of insurance, they
will be guaranteed a loan of
J7.500.
Juvenile members ages 5 to 10
enrolled for 115,000 of NEW
insurance will be guaranteed a
(4,000 Educational Loan. If
enrolled for (25,00 of protec
tion, they will be guaranteed a
loan of (6,000.
The protection herein referred
to must be under UNA P-20
Certificate.
A formal notice that loan is
guaranteed will be sent with
Certificate of Protection when it
is issued after November 1,
1980.
Certificate must remain in good
standing with all assessments
and dues paid until Educational
Loan is granted and throughout
repayment period.
Certificate must be assigned to
UNA during the period of the
loan and its repayment Either
parents or guardian must gua
rantee repayment of loan if
juvenile is under age 21 when
loan is granted.
Educational Loans will be made
over a four-year period only for
tuition to the college or institu
tion of higher learning.
Repayment of loan begins three
months following graduation of
applicant and must be fully
repaid over a maximum of
20 equal quarterly install
ments.
Should period of education for
which loan was secured be
reduced or terminated the
repayment period will begin
immediately.
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Ukrainian National Association
Monthly reports for November 1981
DISBURSEMENTS f OR NOVEMBER 1981:

RECORDING DEPARTMENT

TOTAL AS OF OCT. 31 1981:
GAINS IN NOV. 1981:

Juv.

Adults

20.927

55.667

6.850

83.444

48
29
10
8

153
64
36
118

32
3
8

333
96
54
126

New members
Reinstated
Transferred in
Change class in
Transferred from Juv. Dept..
TOTALS GAINS:
LOSSES IN NOV. 1981:
Suspended
Transferred out
Change class out
Transferred to adults
Died
Cash surrender
Endowment matured
Fully paid-up.
Reduced paid-up
Extended insurance...
Cert, terminated

ADD

-

Totals

371

43

609
^

23
10
114
5

33
37
12

20
8

76
55
126
5
77
102
121
143
2

-

49
50
50

-

-

77
53
71
93
2

Paid up

301

381

56

90
23

-

113

_

67

TOTAL GAINS:
LOSSES IN NOV. 1981:
Died
Reinstated
Lapsed

8

TOTAL LOSSES:
TOTAL U N A M E M B E R S H I P
AS OF NOV. 3 0 1 9 8 1 :

20
20
5
5

22

50

20,866

55,720

34

Operating expenses:

"Soyuzivk,T resort

536,885.66
78,248.17

Organizing experses:
Advertising
Medical inspections
Traveling expenses special organizers.
Field conferences
Reward to Special Organizers
Reward to secretaries

S35a00
43.80
1,342.63
262.00
1,333.33
406.65

:

716

Payroll, Insurance 8 Taxes:
Employee Hospitalization Plan
Employee Pension Plan
Salaries - Executive Officers
Salaries - Office Employees
Taxes - Federal, State І City on employee wages
Taxes - Can. Payroll i, LL1

S9.133.05
433.33
9,958.33
29,336.51
14,312.01
3.00

Total:

S63,176,23

146
34

Official publication "Svoboda"

S50.000.00

General administrative expenses:
Telephone expense
Postage
General office maintenance
Rental of equipment
Traveling expenses - general
Printing S stationary
Operating expense Canadian office..
Actuarial A Statistical Expenses
Insurance Dept. Fees
Insurance

.51505.07
...1,440.00
...1,923.17
... 1,375.86
.15,831.82
199.72
205.50
...2,896.00
...8,370.55
...1,263.19

^ 180

72
6,859

S182.498.41

Total:

S3.746.41

20
34
13
5

-

83,445

S35.010.88

WALTER SOCHAN Total:
Supreme Secretary
Miscellaneous:
Scholarships
Loss on bonds
Support
Accrued interest on purchased bonds
Interest paid on death benefits

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
INCOME FOR NOVEMBER 1981.
Dues from members
Interest from:
Bonds
Mortgage loans
Certificate loans

Stocks

Income Income -

Total:

559,641.88

5179,826.03
27,328.72
2,653.98

Investments:
Certificate loans granted
Bonds purchased
EDP equipment purchased

S19.863.98
944,375.00
92.10

402.02
135,000.00
5345,226 75

Total:
"Soyuzivka" resort
"Svoboda" operation..

Total:

529.081.21

Miscellaneous:

Investment
Mortgage repaid
Certificate loans repaid .
Bonds matured
Total:

Income for November 1981

51.473,538.72

Oistbursements for november 1981:

B A L A N C E
LIABILITIES:

ASSETS:

5500.00
...1,072.00
.11,474.03
1.50
...1.250.28
192.74
.14,490.66
100.00

Total:

5964,331.08

Total:

.418,459-20
77,811,32

Refunds:
Matured endowments transfered to orphans fund
Taxes Held in escrow
Taxes - Federal. State І City on employee wages
Taxes - Can. With A pension plan on employee wages..
Employee Hospitalization plan premiums
Collection charges
Traveling expense - GenT
Insurance Dept fees

Proftton Bonds
Donation to emergency Fund.
Donations to Fraternal Fund...

S400.00
46,143.59
8,250.00
4,812.71
35.58

S236.573.89

16.00

Banks
Loans to UNURC

528.31
47,442.90
76,679.00
56,233.00
1,980.00
135.20

Total:

TOTAL LOSSES:

INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP:
GAINS IN NOV. 1981:

---

"Svoboda" operation

195

—
-

Paid to or for members:
Reinsurance premiums
Cash surrenders
і
Death benefits.
Matured endowment certificates
Benefits paid qut from Fraternal Funds
Payor death benefits
,...

.51,125.00
...1576.68
. 12589.00

Fund:
Cash
Bonds

5333.914.77
33,048,420.51

Stocks
Certificate loans
Real estate
Printing plant 4 EDP

3,065,185.24

Fraternal

728,611.11
667,382.65

Orphan's

.

equipment
Loan to UNUR Corporation
Copyrights
Total::...

Life insurance

5667,716.39
Sl.390,559.44

228,776.20
280,259.67
,-

232,946.08
8,000,000.00
3,600.00

.46,664.274.46

Old Age Home
Emergency

Total:...

325,851.40
82,296.39

46,664,274.46

ULANA M. DIACHUK
Supreme Treasurer

S15.690.68
„548,498.67
3,852.17
.61536555

545,747,090.80

584,214.10

Mortgage loans

Insure and be sure

JOIN THE UNA
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Solidarity...

tenced to seven years in prison. Exactly
how many workers' trials are going on is
(Continuedfrompate 3)
unclear. As of last week, there were 364
some respects worse than war, the cases, involving 565 people under
summary proceedings, although some
crowd began to cheer.
Then, according to the Times, one by of those are believed to be for ordinary
one the defendants stood to deliver final offenses.
words in their defense.
In Warsaw, the courts appear more
"It was my duty to live with workers lenient than elsewhere. In a recently
through everything and to try and avoid concluded trial of auto-plant workers,
a repetition of the killings in Gdansk in the four defendants were acquitted. A
1970," said Mr. Sokolowski, referring common defense at many of the trials is
that the accused did not organize strikes,
to rioting in the Baltic coastal city.
"The рифове of my action was to but were simply present when workers
spontaneously
gathered in large groups
keep,-the workers at the steel mill from
being killed," said Mr. Szadurski, a in confusion and frustration over the
proclamation of martial law.
Solidarity leader at the mill.
I Mr. Lipinski testified: "The charges
kre baseless. I wanted to stay with the
During the trial of the three steel mill
Workers until the end."
workers, dozens of witnesses, including
Ironically, the trial of the three men plant manager Adam Zurek, substan
was conducted in the same courthouse tiated the defendants' claims, testifying
where only 14 months ago a jubilant that the three men had not called for a
Lech Walesa, Solidarity's leader, emerg strike and were doing all they could to
ed to announce that the workers' or keep the situation in hand.
ganization had won a long legal battle
Unlike their fellow workers in Kato
to get the union registered.
wice, the three escaped harsh' punish
The January 11 trial is part of a huge ment. According to the Times' report,
number of court cases taking place all the courtroom was deathly silent as
across Poland. Under martial law Judge Lewandowski rose to pronounce
procedures of "summary justice," the sentence. He gave a suspended sentence
cases are heard quickly, usually in less of 18 months to Mr. Szadurski, and
than a week, and the sentences for pronounced Messrs. Sokolowski and
organizing strikes are severe, usually Lipinski not guilty. But there was no
three to seven years in prison. There is cheering in the courtroom after the
no appeal, unless the presiding judge verdicts were read. The crowd seemed
decides otherwise, the Times reported. subdued as it filed out, past a rein
In the troubled coal-mining city of forced police contingent, into the frigid
Katowice, several workers were sen Warsaw winter.
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:
THE UKRAINIAN POETS. 1189-1962. selected and tr. by C. И. ANDRUSYSHEN
and Watson К і г к с о я м І І

Ш.00

THE UKRAINIANS OF MARYLAND - edited/Britten by:
Stephen B,s,rab. Paul Fenehak.WolodymyrC.Sushko and others

DISPLACED PERSON -

AI issues,..
( C o n t i n u e d from page 3 )

defense counsel.
AI members are also telling the
Polish authorities of their concern
about provisions for the death penalty
under martial law and urging that this
penalty not be imposed on anyone.
AI believes, the measures in force in
Poland contradict fundamental rights
enshrined in international humanrights agreements — including the
rights to protection against arbitrary
arrest or detention, to fair trial and to
appeal.
In their letters and other appeals to
Polish embassies and other government
representatives, AI members are enclos
ing lists of people reported to have been
charged or convicted, and urging that
their rights be respected.
Folftwing are some of the people
officially reported to have been sen
tenced to prison since martial law was
introduced, and the sentences imposed.
The following were sentenced on
January 2, in Katowice on charges of
having continued the activities of the
independent trade union organization
Solidarity for directing a sit-in at the
Katowice Foundry: Wojciech Marusinski, seven years; Herbert Rennert, five
years, six months; Zbigniew Sobolewski, six years; Ryszard Bidzinski, four
years, six months; Jan Legut, three
years, six months.

hart t ` 5.75

by Mane Halun Bloch. decorations by Allen Davis

A HISI0RYOF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE -

I 7 95

Volume I by Nicholas L FR.-Chirovsiy

515 00

AN INTRODUCTION TO UKRAINIAN HISTORY. Volume 1: Ancient and KievanGalician Ukraine-Rus'by Nicholas l.Fr.-chirovsky

THE CH0RN0VII PAPERS C.Bjfthoorn

S19.95

by Vyacheslav Chomovil. introduction by Frederick
S 4.75

THE VULNERABLE RUSSIANS-by lev E.Dobriinrty

5 5 95

UKRAINE IN A CHANGING WORLD. Papers presented at the conference dedicated
to the 30th Anniversary of the Founding of Uknmitn (hurtiily td Killer
Oushnyck.PhD
110.00
SPRUCE. SWAMP AND STONE - A History of the Pioneer Ukrainian Settlements.
in the Giiuli Area - by Michael Etranchui
SHOO
FOX MVKVTA - Ivan franko English version by Bohdan Melnyk
Illustrated by William Kurelek

J12 95

THE MASTERS J E S b - Ivan Franko. translated by Roman Tatchyn
ПАНСЬКІ ЖАРТИ - NHW Орвшсо, парежяааі P o w m Татчмие.
THE INTERNATIONAL SAKHAROV HEARING -

The following were sentenced by the
same court the same day for having
continued Solidarity's activities in
Dabrowa Gornicza by organizing
strike: and distributing publications as
branch .Chairmen of Solidarity in the
Katowice Steelworks: Witold Rublik,
six years, six months; Zbigniew Polomar, five years; Wladyslaw Rbzicki, five
years, six months; Piotr Goralski, four
years.
Sentenced in Koszalin on December
24, for trying to organize a strike were:
Makary Kolasa, Pawel Szumski, Henryk Podsiadlo, all three years; Zdzislaw
Belkiewicz, three years, six months.
Others reported sentenced include:
Zdislaw Gulinski, three years, in Kato
wice, for organizing a strike; Аіек–
sander Trzygodzinski, three years, in
Czestochowa, for urging people to go
on strike; Jerzy Kropiwnicki and Andrzej Slowik, chairman and deputy
chairman of Lodz Regional Board of
Solidarity and members of Solidarity
National Commission, four years, six
months each for trying to organize
strikes; Jan Filipck,` local Solidarity
chairman in construction works in
Boleslawiec, three years for proclaim
ing warning strike; Andrzej Pawlik,
Solidarity member, five years for dis
seminating leaflets; Jerzy Lewcun,
Solidarity Works Commission chair
man at rehabilitation center for children,
six months in Nowy Sacz on December
23, for urging strikes through posters.

t 7.75

BOOMERANG - The works of VALENTYH U0R0Z by YarosUv Bihun.
introduction by Dr. Paul L.Gersper

S1000

Human 'Rights in 4he USSR. ed. by

Marts Harasowska and Orest Olhovych

І

HNIZD0VSKY -Woodcuts. 1944-1975 a catalogue raisonne by Abe U Tahir. Jr

125.00

A HISTORY OF U K R A I N E - by Michael Hrushevsky

S27 50

THE UKRAINE. 19171921: A STUDY IN REVOLUTION - edited by Taras Hunuak
mth the assistance of John T von dtr Heide. Cambridge. Mass: Harvard Uk
rainian Research Institute 1977 424 pages-hardbound
S15.00

The Ukrainian Herald issue i. DISSENT ill UKRAINE - an underground journal from
Soviet Ukraine Trans from the Ukrainian and ed. by Lesya Jones and Bohdan
Yawn
J 6.95
S1495

UKRAINIAN EMBROIDERY by Ann Kmit. Johanna l u c o n loretta Luciow

REPORT FROM THE BERIA RESERVE - The protest writing of VALENTYH M0ROZ
Soviet Ukrainian political prisoner, t d . and trans by John Kolasky
S 2 95
THE SHATTERED ILLUSION - The History ol Ukrainian Pro Communist Organira
lions in Canada by John Kolasky
hard J15 00
soft S 7 95

SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN ANCESTORS. Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky. Translated
by Harco Carynnyt -

with notes and an essay on Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky

by Bohdan Rabchak

tH-50

UKRAINIANS ABROAD - Offprint from UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA
byVolodymyrKubijovyc
I
THE SAGA OF UKRAINE by Myron В Kuropas
THE AGE OF HEROISM
(handling and postage charges included)

THE UKRAINIANS IN AMERICA -

by Byron B. Kuropas .

t 4.55

DIE S0WJETISHE NATI0NAHTATENPOIITIC HACH STALINS TOD (1953-1970) -

by

Boryslewytrtyj

Ш.0О

FATHER AGAPIUS H0NCHARENK0 -

S 6.00

First Ukrainian Priest Hi the United States by

Theodore lucm

110.00

General advertisements: 1 inch, single column

S

^ratemal and community advertisements: 1 inch, single column
Full раде
НаНраде

S
5.00
1360.00
J185.00

M)DERH UKRAINIAN SHORT STORIES-ed byGeorgeS H Lucky,

J J.50

S 95.00
і 50.00

HETMAN OF U K R A I N E - IVAN MAZEPPA- by Clarence A Manning

S 3.50

Ivan Franko. POEMS -

s 4 so

Quarter page
t"ighthpage .v

:

7.00

3.00

t 4 00

THEIRLAHD-AnAntholodyofUkrainianShortStoriesbyMichaelLuctikovich

Advertising rates for The Ukrainian Weekly

8.95

Photo reproduction:
single column
double column

І
І

6.75
8.50

triple column

І

10.00

All advertisements must be received by noon of the Monday before the date of the next Weekly edition.
All advertisements are subject to approval.
P l e a s e m a k e c h e c k s p a y a b l e to T H E U K R A I N I A N W E E K L Y a n d m a i l to:
f

A

r; J tj,30

MontfeojneryjStiEe,tj Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

from translations of Percival Cundy by Clarence A. Manning

UKRAINE UNDER THE SOVIETS-by Clarence A. Uanning

j

IN THE GERMAN MILLS OF DEATH 1941 1945 by Petro Mirchul

I 6 95

3 5 0

8UK0VINIAN UKRAINIANS - a historical background and their self-determination
i n l 9 1 l b y l . M Nowosiwsky
J 7 00

."лТ--"Г”Г"

-

Г7".

.

'Л' .-y,wj? -ri
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore
CATARACT - by MyUaylo Oudchy
SHEVCHENKO S TESTAMENT - by Jonn Pinchui

HISTORY OF PUSHKIN S POLTAVA -

LOOK WHOS COMING
by William Kurt l i t

S 4 90

by Join P Pauls

TIM War. hna Story

by Мату P i iimadu

S 2 50

Joint statement

H

S12 50

BOUNDARIES Of HAME
A Compltlt Collection of Potliy - Olena Teliha Com
piled and Translated by Orysia РгоЮріш
S 6 95
І И П \ \ t H i l l M l Л І - Моанг ї й I1MHP uiitiiil І).іенк Те III я . n o p . її.!
ї ї її N nrprk іа.іа Орися Прпьопіа

IN DEFENSE 01 THE UKRAINE CAUSE by Roman Rathrnanrty
POUSHAIROCITIfSINUKRAINE - compiled and edited by Errnl Revyuk
A SIUDr IN SEMANTICS by Ifor Shani04ky

CONVERSATIONAL UKRAINIAN by Tar Slavutych Fourth edition
UKRAINIAN FOR BEGINNERS by Гаї Slavutycfi Fifth revised edition
UKRAINIAN IN PICTURES by Таї Slavutych

SI? 50
j 3 gn

І 3.00

Ukrainian contributions tooorld scullurebyO Snonryd

S ? SO

UKRAINE ANO THE EUROPEAN TURMOIL 1917 1919 in ? volumes by Matthew

Stachm Peter I SterchoandNrcholasl I Chrrovsky
TRADITIONAL UKRAINIAN COOKERY - by Saveiu, Stechishm iHandi.ng and
po^lagecnaiges included)
DIPIOMACY OF DOUBLE MORALITY Ukraine 1919 !939byPeferG Stercho

(Continued from page 3)

Chicago; Dr. Myron P Ki"-opas, su
preme vice president of the Ukrainian
National Association and former special
assistant for ethnic affairs to President
Gerald Ford; and Luba V. ToloczkoMarkewycz, vice president of the Ukrai
nian Institute of Modern Art.

t 9 00

ENGLISH UKRAINIAN Di etionary - oyM L Podveslo

SPIRIT Of UKRAINE

Ethnic groups.

Illustration

HISTORY S CARNIVAL A Dii sidenl і Autobiography by Leonid Plygshch.
edited and напЯаїк) by Ми о Carynnyk
tl4
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J20 00
SI4.00

Europe s Crossroad in Caipalho

THE USSR rs DR tJIKHAIl STF.aH - Soviet "Jntict" . 1 Human Right j

S1S0O
t 9 95

UKRAINIAN WOMEN IN THE SOVIET UNION DOCUMENTED PERSECUTION 1975 SO
Compiled by Nina Strokala - translated and edited by Hyroslava Stefaniuk
and Volodymyr Hrusjkeeych
J 3 25

A STUOT Of VASYL STCFMYI THE PAIR AT THE HEART OF EXISTENCE - by D S
Struk mlhfornrordoyG S П luckyi - b o u n d
J I 50

The statement said in part:
"...we urge the United States govern
ment to increase its pressure on the
Polish government to end martial law
and release the Solidarity detainees.
' "As a humanitarian gesture we call
upon our government to grant emer
gency aid to relieve acute food shortages
in Poland, and to grant further econo
mic aid contingent upon political and
economic reforms by the Polish govern
ment.
"Finally, we urge our government to
take the lead in helping resettle, here
and elsewhere, the thousands of Polish
refugees languishing in Austrian refugee
camps.
"We express our deep concern for a
peaceful resolution of the crisis in
Poland. We believe that solutions must
be worked out by the Polish people
without Soviet intervention.
"We call on Americans of all ethnic,
racial and religious backgrounds to
display compassion for the Polish
people by giving generously to Polish
relief funds for food, clothing and
medicine.
"We pledge to join with other coali
tions in the United States and with like
groups throughout the world who
support the Polish people in their
continuing struggle to gain recognition
for basic human rights in their home-`
land."

GRANITE OBELISKS - by Vasyl Syrnonenko

Widespread support

UKRAINE A Brief History by Roman S/porluk

"We were flooded with calls from
ethnic leaders who wanted to go on
record on this issue," said David Roth,
an American Jewish Committee (AJQ
staffperson who organized the event at
the request of Polish American leaders.
"Never have I seen so many ethnic
groups rally around an issue so quick
ly," said Mr. Roth.
"I think the response of ethnic leaders
and organization^ on this issue symbo
lizes the beginning of a new era of multi
ethnic coalition-building and coopera
tion, as groups discover mutual inte
rests and needs at a time when fewer
problems are being tackled by the
public sector."
"Black and Hispanic leaders, among

UKRAINIANS AIO JEWS - aiticles. tnlirnoniij. letters and oftKiil documents
dealmj 01th interrelations ol ukiamians and \m in the past and present
A SYMPOSIUM - iuolisned by UCCA
J 5 00
6REGOR RIUR - V o r w l yon Jew Cajseti Еівіиіииц 'ви I t ) І И Ш . Utoiimuht
Fitie Unnrenitat
Vol.1
IM.SO
Vol. II
Ж.50
THE HUMAN RIGHTS MOVEMENT III UKRAIME. DoeviMmt. of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group. 1976 -19Я)
by L Verba 4 B. Yasen
hard J1295
soft
1.75
COHMUNICATIOB MEDIA ANO SOVIET RATKMUIITY POLICY - Status el national
Lane.uif.es in Soviet TV 8roadcastmj.bytlfajylVeryha
t 2.00
Ivan Franko HIS THOUGHTS AND STRUGGLES-by HicholasWacyt

t 7 75

THE UKRAINIAN AMERICAN INDEX - The Ukrainian Weekly 1971
by Christine I Wynar

вав

THE OTHER HOLOCAUST by BohdanWytwycky
Many Circles of Hell
FORAItTTEICAJUDA-oyStflitorPielYujIi

UKRAINIANS III PENNSYLVANIA - a contribution to the poertrt of the c
aeiith. - Seftbowal

others, compared the plight of the
Polish people with the historic struggles
of their own people in a way IVe never
heard before," said Mr. Roth.Ethnic leaders' statements reflected a
variety of viewpoints and special inte
rests, including: civil and human rights;
issues common to refugees; humanita
rian response to a disaster; and intergroup cooperation.
For example, the Rev. Herbert Mar
tin, executive director of the NAACP,
Chicago Southside Chapter, said: "Cer
tainly, the demands that the Polish
people be granted basic human rights
fall on sympathetic ears at the NAACP.
I feel it is important that we all support
human dignity and social justice, and I
feel it is especially important that blacks
take a role in this show of support."
Maria Medina Seidner, a Puerto
Rican and former president of the
National Association for Bilingual
Education, said: "Let's not create any
more refugees. We want the U.S. to be
supportive of those who are already
outside Poland's borders, and we want
the Polish government to make the
homeland more hospitable."
"We educators have seen too many
children from places which lack free
dom, and we have seen how a closed
society can destroy their spirit," she
said.
Anthony Fornelli, chairman of Chi
cago's Festa ltaliana, said: "When there
was a great natural disaster in Italy a
year ago, this group put together a show
of mutual support, as it has done
throughout the years in defense of civil
and human rights and human dignity.
Now it is time for us to show our
concern for the Polish people, and to
send a message to our representatives.
Regardless of the politics involved,
there is a basic question of humanitarianism here. The people in Poland need
food, no matter what kind of govern
ment they have there."
Mario Aranda, executive director of
the Latino Institute in Chicago, said:
"This is a very spiritual kind of thing we
are doing, by coming together here; We
learn from each other that our groups
share many concerns and problems."
The show of support is the latest
chapter in a 10-year tradition of multi
ethnic cooperation on the part of
Chicago ethnic leaders.
Many of the participants have work
ed together on such issues as school
desegregation, language policies and
bilingual education, immigration, hu
man rights and social service delivery,
through the multi-ethnic networks built
by the AJC and the Illinois Consulta
tion on Ethnicity in Education (since
1971) and the Helsinki Monitoring
Committee of Chicago (since 1978).
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KIEV: 1500 YEARS OLD

m

In Soviet Ukraine, 1982 was selected to commemorate the 1500th anniversary
of Kiev as a major city.
This selection Was an arbitrary decree. The correct date was 1973.
For the happier 1509th anniversary in 1982, the recommended reading is THE
BOOK OF VLES (VLES KNYHA), published in 1973. Available again is the second
printing of the booklet KIEV: ITS ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT. Information from:
VLESSiANA, P.O. Box 4 2 2 , Dublin, Ohio 4 3 0 1 7

